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EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK 
PHOTOSTATIC COPIES-Faculty P?a.y, Thursday, Friday 
~~!!~~ Pa;~:;~:;,me :::::::~~ ~eac~e· ·rs <t. ollege 1Rews Monday Nights; Foru'm Meeting,
Thursday Night. 
Of Two Pages from 1899 Char-
leston Courier, Announcing estab-
Eshment of Eastern 40 Years Ago, 
Will Be Found on Page Six. 
Coltmtbia Medalist 
Witmer, 1935 "TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" /CPA First Place 1931-32-33-31-35 
VOL. XXI. CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1935 NO.ll 
KaQpa Deltas 
To Initiate 14 
Monday Night 
.•...•...•.................•..••••............••.••• 
.. . 
He Reconsidered 
Dickie Wick, Member of Play Cast 
Does 'Correct Thing' 
F acuity to Give 'Big Hearted Herbert' 
Thursday, Friday Nights; Cast. Quizzed 
PJesident Lois Co·ttingham Wilt j 
I 
' Be in Charge ; Ceremony to Be 
I Held in College Reception 
Room at 6 P. M. 
Banquet to Follow 
Richard Wick, Training school 
pupi' , grandson of Fr~ederich Koch, 
Eastern music staff member; and 
currently of the "Big Hearted Her-
bert" ca.st was troubled of mind. He 
h a.d granted an interview to Aline 
c ·aar, News staff member; and he 
v:.:asn't at all sure he had said 
encugh anent the play. So he wrote 
Kevin Guinagh, as Big Hea-rted 
Herbert, Says He Per&onally 
Doesn·'t Think Play Is Worth 
Dime. 
'Jitters' Predominate 
By Aline Claar and Kathryn Walker a le ·~ter . After pen::ua.sion, we se-
Twelve Eastern students will re- cured Richa;rd 's permission tJ re- Before t:h.e public ever gets a chance 
ceive the highest scholastic honor print the letter, s:m.s revisicn. to express its opinion on the faculty 
possible in the college next Monday '·Aline Claar; play, "Big Hearted Herbert" to be pre-
evening when they are formally in- When you came to interview me sented this Thursday and Friday, it is 
itiated into Beta. Psi chapter oj Kap- this afternoon you caught me of fitting that those in the cast ge~ an 
p~ Delta Pi in a ceremony to be held guard and I could not tell you every- opportunity to voice their views. They 
in the reception room at 6 o'c:ock. th ~ng I wanted to. Near the end of may never again have the chance, 
An international honor society in the paragraph about my opinion of (says a vi"cious voice inside.) 
education, Kappa Delta Pi is to the the play, sa.y that I was very pleas- We have posted two questions for 
teachers colleges what Phi Beta Kappa ed to be able to take part in the thirteen (beware, turnstiles) aspiring 
is to the liberal arts colleges. play and hope I wt:l get another thespians. They are: Have you had 
To Banquet in Mattoon chance soon. any previous actin,g experiences? What 
The formal ceremony Monday eve- Don't say anything about me be- are your feelings toward the play? 
ning wtll climax an initiation period ing caught of guard or anything Kevin Guinagh-Oh, my, yes, I have 
which started December 2. At that that is not serious. had a m1,1ltitude of experiences as an 
time Paul W. Sloan of the education I hope it is not to late to change. actor. All the world's a stage, you 
staff submitted the p'edges to a Richard Wick." know. In college I was invariably ask-
"test to end tests." The annual ed to play the part of the First Gen-
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Kadelpian banquet will be held fol- tlema.n, the Second Gentleman, etc; 
lowing the initiation at the Hotel vd D b or it fell to my lot to be tne old man 
Grant in Mattoon. Eastern e aters who walked on the scene and immedi-
Lois Cottingham, president of the 'T' E ol· ately off. As for this play, at the rna-
organization, will be in charge of the I. 0 ngage lVet ment, I don't think it's worth a dime. 
formal initiation. Of cour~e I am speaking for myself 
Two faculty members, Harry L. alone. The other members of the cast 
Metter and Donald A. Rothschild, also Away Match Set for Wednesday; have indisputable talent but as for 
are to be taken into the group Mon- Initial Home Test Is myself, twenty-five cents is far too 
day night. Student pledges are: Monday high a price. However, I understand 
Edna Abenbrink, Mary Rosalie Bear, the proceeds of this play go to the 
Wilma Bt,r1.7~1 dThomas Chamberlin, Two divisions of Eastern's debate deaf. And it is my opinion that, if 
Timan F ockhar ' R ?E11"!h b Mt. cintosn, team go to Olivet college Wednesday only the deaf would attend, the audi-o t L un ouser' Iza e h Gabel I . ht . t tn d ti rys aReynold D · R ' evening to engage in their first decis- ence m1g appreCla e e pro uc on Al' s, ons oss, Kather a little 
. 
1ceShores and Ruby Stallings. - ion meet of the season. Next Monday · . 
me Only Juniors, Seniors Eligible evening the Olivet debaters come here . H. DeF .. W1dger-My previous act-
To obtain the distinction of mem- for a return test with the locals in the mg experience consists of a role in 
bership in Kap D lt p· t d t high school assembly room at 7:30 p. another faculty play. In the case 
. ~a e a. _1• a .s u en of this play, I can't give you much in-
must be a JUruor or semor 1n the m. f t· I h 't d ·t t B t 
I Th orma wn as aven rea 1 ye . u co _lege and possess a general scholar- e women's negative team from I have no doubt but that it will be a 
sh1p of a. grade above the upper Eastern, comprising Grace Kortum and . 11 1 t .l f th l' · E l n M 'll d b te th JO y p ay. quar I e. o . e co -~ge. Smce Kappa ve Y ayer, WI e a e same John MacGregor - (his cheeks no-
Delta P1 1s profe_sswnal as well as question on both occasions: Resolved, ticeably bulging) Oh, I have been in a 
hon~r~ry,_ the attitude and personal that the United States should support lot of little plays. Have a prune? (and 
quallflCatwns of the candidate are the League of Nations in its sanctions 
considered in the ..selection of mem- provided for in the covenant of .the 
bers. League. 
---EISTC:--- The m en's affirmative team will de-
G l bl fend the same proposition in both en era A ssem y debates: Resolved, that Congress should 
<Continued on Page 10) 
---EIISTC:---
.Art Club Opens Sale 
·Of -~ottery, Novelties 
1 c:' ' 'T' be empowered to override, by a two-S r 0 rum s I. 0 pic thirds vote, decisions of the Supreme Sale of Japanese novelties, vases, 
___ Court declaring acts of Congress un- bowls, and imported pottery in the re-
Discussion of Two Timely Topics constitutional. Members of this team ception room was opened yesterday 
Is to Be Feature are James Rice, Glenn Sunderman and I under auspices of the Art club. This 
___ Fra11:k Day. The two matches with £ale is to last five days, from Mon-
Th t t 1 . 1 t ·t . d 
1 
Olivet are among the few three-men day till Friday each day from 8 un-e s a e egis a ure, as 1 1s an • 
·t h uld b . th . . 1 t . debates on the 1935-36 schedule. til 4 p m Mary Katherine Kincaid as 1: s o e, IS e pnnc1pa oplC · · 
up for discussion when the Forum . ElsTc is the chairman of the committee. The 
meets Thursday at 7:30, announces Le Publication of the News in '35 will be club is ~lso planning to sell hand-
Roy Gruenwald, club president. Mem~ concluded next week. made Christ mas greetings. 
bers will debate the need for change 
Eastern to Commemorate Christmas 
Directs Faculty Play 
ROBERT SIIILEY 
L. F. Ashley Wins 
National Position 
Practical Arts Head Is Named 
Epsilon Pi Tau Finance 
Director 
Play Profits Will Be Contributed 
to .Student Loan Fund; Robert 
Shiley Directs, Takes Charactt;;r 
Part in Three-act Comedy. 
One Cast Change Made 
I The second annual faculty play, Big 
Hearted Herbert, will be given in the 
1 auditoiium on Thursday and Friday 
'I nights with an all-faculty cast. 
Director Robert Shiley has an-
I ncunced a change· in the original cast. 
The part of Herbert Ka1ness, Jr., will 
! be taken by John MacGregor, instead 
: of Clifford Rowel\ as it was formerly 
i announced. John MacGregor is the 
I ; son of Jay B. MacGregor, member of 
I the Edu~ation department who also 
appears m the play. He is a junior at 
j TC and president of the high school 
1 dramatics club. 
Final Cast Is Given 
The final cast is as follows: 
Herbert Kalness, Kevin J. Guinagh; 
Robert Ka.lness, Richard Wick; Eliz-
abeth Kalness, Mrs. Dona.~d R. Alter; 
Martha, Miss Isabel McKinney; Her-
bert Kalness, Jr., John MacGregor; 
Alice Kalness, Miss Florence Litchfield; 
Andrew Goodrich, Robert Shiley; Amy 
Lawrence, Beth Kassabaum; Jim Law-
rence, Jay B. MacGregor; Mr. Good-
rich, Lloyd F. Sunderman; Mrs. Good-
rich, Mrs. Lloyd Sunderman ; Mr. 
Havens, Howard DeF. Widger; Mrs. 
I Havens, Mrs. F. L. Verwiebe. · . 
Lawrence F. Ashley was elected Na- ' Miss McKinney, who has been ab-
tional Director of Finances of Epsilon sent !rom several· rehearsals because 
Pi Tau, national industrial arts fra.tern- of 'illness, has returned ·and is expected 
ity, at a meeting of that body in Chi- to appear in both performances . 
cago at the Stevens hotel, December Should she be unable to perform, Mis:; 
5 and 6. This is a new office and one Winnie Ne~ly, understudy for the part, 
of great importance in the scheme to will be available. 
augment functions of the body. Three Act Comedy 
Mr. Ashley was also elected to the ~e play is a comedy in three acts 
honorary postion of Laureate member. wntten ~Y Sophie Kerr and Anna 
Only 30 men in the United States be-~ Steese R:Ichardson. It is a st;,ory of an 
longing to the fraternity own this dis- old-fashwne,~ fa~~?r .w!10 is cured by an 
tinction. overdose of plam llvmg. 
. The production is sponsored by the Raymond Ph1pps EI graduate was . d d . ., ' . t t ' Players for the benef1t of the Student 
acMcor e fa Sit~Larl appou~ men . . th Loan fund of the college. 
en o na 10na prommence 1n e Ti k . 
field of Industrial Arts were initiated c ets will go on reserve Tuesday. 
into EPsilon Pi Tau 
Those in atttendance from Eastern 
were Lawrence F. Ashley, Russell H. 
Landis and Wayne P. Hughes. 
Mr. Ashley was a member of the in-
itating team made up of faculty spon-
sors of Epsilon Pi Tau throughout the 
country. 
Keys were presented to the follow-
EISTc--
Postal System Is 
Ready for Clubs 
Student Council Installs 
System Over ·.Vacation 
New 
ing honorary members: Burton E. Installation of the new system of 
Nelson, president of the Stout Insti- mail boxes purchased by the Student 
tute; Charles A. Bennett, president of Council for all campus organizations 
the Manual Arts Press, Peoria; Edwin was completed just prior to the 
A. Lee, superintendent of the San Thanksgiving recess. The post office 
Francisco Public Schools; Dr. Robert is located just east of the south li-
0. Small, State director of vocational brary entrance in the main corrtdor. 
education of Boston. Communications for any campus 
in the state constitution as concerns 
the applicability of the unicameral leg-
islative system in Illinois. A discussion 
of the desirability of reapportionment 
of districts with a view to more just 
• h U : D b ElsTc organization may be left in these Wlt nuge Pageant on ecem er 18 Winter Enrollment Is boxes. C~ub leaders who have notices 
representation, and a discussion of the An all school pageant, embracing 
legislative council, will follow. 
club, Georgraphy club, Fidelis, Phi 
Sigma Epsilon, Sigma Tau Delta, 
Speakers' club and Women's Athletic 
association. Other groups are to be 
added. 
every division of the institution from At a meeting of club heads Friday 
morning rudimentary plans for a the training school up through high 
spring open house were formulated. school and college, will be the man-
---EISTC---
History Critic Asks 
·For Absence Leave 
Miss Lena B. Ellington, member of 
the history department, has taken a six 
weeks leave of absence-beginning to-
day-from her teaching duties in the 
high school and college. It is under-
stood that Miss Ellington will submit 
to an operation. 
During her absence, the classes or-
dinarily taught by her will be in 
charge of S. E. Thomas, Donald R. 
Alter, C. H. Coleman, and Ralph W . 
Cordier. 
---EIST'c---
TO RETAKE PICTURES 
All freshman class group pictures 
are to be retaken Thursday at 1:55, 
weather permitting. This decision was 
made by the business manager when 
several Pictures turned out badly. 
ner of Eastern's Christmas observance Members of these organizations will 
on Wednesday, December 18, at 8 p. m. appear in the pageant as candle light-
in the college auditorium. Lloyd F. ers, shepherds, wisemen, Roman sol-
Sunderman, acting head of the music diers, and representatives of such 
department, is general chairman for countries as England, Spain, Holland, 
the pageant. Germany, Russia., Italy, France and 
Music for the occasion is to be pro- America. 
vided by the string ensemble, grade The following people comprise a col-
school choir, high school glee club, lege advisory committee for the pag-
men's chorus, first and second divis- eant: Mr. Sunderman, Misses Maude 
ions of the College Women's Glee club, L. Chambers, Alice McKinney, Ethel 
and Dorothy Bruce and Mary Elizabeth Hanson; Mrs. Viola V. Russell; Messrs. 
Inman, accompanists. Robert Shiley, Lawrence F. Ashley, H. 
s cenery for the stage is being de- DeF. Widger, Friederich Koch, Richard 
signed by the art department and W. Weckel, Camille Monier and Gran-
constructed by the industrial arts staff. ville Shaffer. 
The home economics department is Student committees assisting, and 
designing costumes under the direction their chairmen, are : program-Agnes 
of Mrs. Viola v. Russell. Other cos- Worland; publicity-Ruth Foltz; cos-
tumes are being provided by the Play- tumes-Ritta Kurzenknabe; ushers -
ers, who will also assist with make- Frances Durgee. 
up. Continuity writers are Miss Maude 
Numerous campus organizations will L. Chambers, Miss Alice McKinney, 
be represented in the pageant. Groups I and Evely Mayer. · 
already reported are Country Life George Henry is tne stage manager. 
to post should feel free to use the 
Lower; Total Is 7 86 I new b~Ietin board adjoining the 
___ boxes, according to Homer Rend-
Registration figures for the Winter ricks, Council president. Mr. Rend-
term released by Mrs. Alma Hocker ricks also reports that negotiations 
Ferrill, acting-registrar, late last week are under way to have a light in-
reveal a normal decrease. There are stalled near the post office. 
944 students enrolled in the college Harry R. Jackson of the industrial 
and high school departments. Seven arts staff and Donald Cavins, junior 
hundred and eighty-six of this total class president, supervised the con-
are in the college. There are 158 en- struction and installation of the postal 
rolled in TC High. Enrolled last term system. 
were 807 in the college department. ElsTc---
For. the winter term of 1934-35 the COUNTRY LIFE GROUP 
followmg totals were recor.ded: total ' PLANS HOLIDAY PARTY 
enrollment, 1012; college figure, 863; 
high school figure, 149. 
---EISTC:---
GRADS ASKED TO HAVE 
WARBLER PHOTOS TAKEN 
All g'raduating seniors and sopho-
mores are requested to have individual 
pictures taken as soon as possible at 
the Artcraft Studio on the south side 
of the square. Night appointments 
may be made with the photographer, 
F. L. Ryan. These pictures will be 
paid for by the Warbler. E}{tra prints 
for use in applying for positions may 
be purchased from Mr. Ryan. 
Final meeting of the Country Life 
club prior to the holidays will be in 
the form of a Christmas party to be 
held next Monday evening at 7:30, ac-
t:ording to Josephine Baker, club pres-
ident. The place is ·to be announced 
later. 
Dramatics and music will both have 
a place on the program at the Christ-
mas party. Maurice Wilson is in gen-
eral charge. 
Continuation of the discussion on 
"Rural Leisure Time Activities" was 
the chief feature of the club meeting 
held last Wednesday night. 
Page Two 
Eastern Debate Squad Meets U. of I. 
Group; Radio Presentation Featured 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
FALL TERM REPORT 
ON COMMUNICABLE 
DISEASES RELEASED 
College Assists 
CCC Extension 
Tuesday, December 10, 1935 
Certificating Rules 
Called to Attention 
Miss Mary Thompson, school nurse, S tudents expecting to certificate for 
has released the Fall term report on Eastern S tate is extending services of t eaching next year, who are not can-
ccmmunicable diseases. In the Train- several NY A student- teachers and 
ing school there were three cases of manual arts facilities on the campus in dictates for the diploma or degree With 
whooping cough, and only one case of the interests of a program to augment the class of 1935, are asked by college 
Three Different Teams See Ac- S · Cl b f WA 
tion; Ihlini Forces Will Be En- I . !X u s o _ A 
tertained at Eastern. Announce Programs 
The Eastern forensics club travelled The WAA is to start the winter scarlet fever. In the college and high educational advantages for Charleston officials to re-read items I and III, 
to Urbana last Tuesday afternoon, quarter with six clubs, a club for every I school d~partme~ts only o_ne case of a OCC camp members. Seven college the certificating law page 43 of the 
where they m et the Illini debaters in a girl and a girl for every club. commumcable disease-chicken pox - students are teaching several courses current college catalog, and then re-
series of debates. All the engagements Basketball will begin Tuesday, De- was recorded. in which about 100 boys are enrolled. read the first year of the first and 
were non-decision. cember 10, in the gym from 7 to 9 ElsTc 0 · E. Baxter, director of education second year requirements of the par-
The Eastern affirmative team con- p.m. Any group m ay org_anize a team. Education Teachers for the local camp, arranged the t icular curriculum pages 53-58 h' h 
sisting of: Glen Sunderman, Frank It is hoped that girls' rooming houses , • sched~le which will give the boys un- is being followed.' ' w lC 
Day, and Jame$ Rice, met the Illini will form their own teams from their Attend Normal Meet der him opportunity for credit in high I .. 
negative team at three o'clock. At five members as is done in the boys intra- school subjects. Students failmg to meet these re-
o'clock another Eastern team consist- murals. Any others who are interested Miss · Emma Reinhardt, head of the Two EI graduates, Thompson Shields , quirements and those scholastically set 
and Leslie Wright, are teaching ) up by the college_ '. wil_l not be recom-
ing of Marian Mathas and Glenn will be put on separate teams. A big edUcation department, and Walter w. 
Cooper, met an Illini team, speaking intramural tournament will be -played Cook, teacher training director repre- courses in manual arts. Marion 1 mended for certifiCatiOn. 
over ,station WILL. At 7 p.m. Eastern's t his year provided there are a num- sented Eastern at the third 'annual ~athas, present student, is also assist- 1 ElsTc 
n egative team consisting of Mathas, ber of teams. round-up of school administrators of I m~. Courses are being_ offered in ma- 1 GRADUATE GETS POST 
Cooper, and Hugh Harwood debated an 'rap dancing is again offered this central Illinois held at State Normal chine shop. :vood-workmg, _carpentry, IN CHICAGO HOSPITAL 
Illini' affirmative team. winter term. This will be a course in Saturday. ~uto mechamcs, and mechamcal draw-
December 2, the night before the advanced tap dancing so only those Sect:ona meetings for discussions of mg. Ab?ut 100 boys are taking some 
Eastern team visited Urba na the Illini I who already know how are eligible. rural and village, elementary, and high courses m machine shop work. Classes 
speakers d_ebated a non-decfsion meet The fairst m~eting will be Tues~ay, De- school problems were h eld in the morn- are meeting on four nights of each 
with the speakers from Oxford college I cemb .... r. 10 m _the East Music Room in_ g. A luncheon in Fell Hall was pre- week from 7 to 9 o'clock. They have 
England. from 4 .45 to 5.30. sided over by R. W. Fairchild, Normal been in progress for about three 
weeks. 
The Dlini club will speak on the Badminton is open to any girl in 
1 
president. 
Eastern campus, in a return meet, college. If you don't know how to Luncheon addresses were given by El s Tc 
Esther Covert, graduate of Charles-
ton high school and the college, has 
been appointed a member of the med-
ical staff of the Michael Reese hos-
pital, Chicago. She is also a graduate 
of the State hospital, Peoria. 
1 t d 1 Student Writes from California 
sometime in the ea,rly spring. P ~y, go ou an earn. The class is I c :arence T. Simon, director of speech . . 
---EisTc ll.30. · reeducation at Northwestern university The band members are m receipt of · 
Ruth M
,I.ller w ·I·ns Ping Pong will be a favorite sport of I and George A. Selke, president of th~ I ~ lette~ from a former member, Paul· For the Latest in Styles 
every Saturday morning from 10 :30 to 1 state teachers college at St. Cloud, me ~mi~h, wh~ recently moved to Cali- visr•t High W AA Honors the WAA 'ers. Sign the paper on the Minn forma, m wh1ch she tells of having 
bulletin board the hour you wish to I · ___ . ___ many interesting experiences in and 
EISTC-
(This is the first in a series of ar- play. The tables are in the physicai 1 HANGARITES ENTERTAINED I around Los Angeles. She writes also MARGARET'S 
education d·epartment. ' that she met Jack McClelland, a for-
ticles introducing prominent WAA per- AT MQ1\TDAY BRIDGE PARTY t d Hiking· will be continued as long as - ·l mer s u ent of Eastern. Miss Smith DRESS SHOP 
sonalities. The Editors.) the weather permits. The club will plans to enroll at Los Angeles Junior 
The Hall of W AA Fame elects Ruth probably be discontinued until the Miss Victorine Hackenberg and Miss College, Los Angeles. • 
Miller as its second m ember. Next to spring quarter. Hazel Haskett were hostesses at a 
the president, she probably has the bridge party given for the "Hangarites" 
most responsible positi'on in the li'ne- Fencing will be a winter sport al- on 1 t M d · t 1707 · t though no d efinite plans have been as on ay evenmg a Nm h 
up of officers. Miss Miller is the so- made concerning it as yet. The ac- street. Two tables were in play dur-
cial chairman for 1935-36 and will be tivities of the club will be announced ing the evening. Margery Elder was 
in charge of all social activities. in the near future. awarded the prize for the high score. 
She was president of W AA last year Caroline Maxwell, a newcomer to 
---EISTC---
an<f: a very active member the first two the Hangar, was formally accepted as 
years of her days at Eastern. Miss Mtl- COLEMANS ENTERTAIN a member of that organization. 
Fletcher's Grocery 
"WE WANT YOUR 
BUSINESS" 
One Block North of 
Campus on Fourth St. 
• 
Addl·ess 1309 4th St. 
• 
ler is one girl who is outstanding in AT SUPPER ON SUNDAY Those present besides the hostesses 
every sport in which she has participat- were Margery Elder, Caroline Maxwell, Phone 422 
ed. In 1935 she received her E. I. for Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Coleman en- He len Cochran, June Hughes, Frances 
463 Lincoln St. 
PHONE 540 
work done in w AA. She is . the only tertained with ·combination supper Sun- Pruitt, and June Preston. 
girl to receive the High Honor Award. day evening at their home, 764 Tenth ---EISTC---
Her interests not only reside in the street. Later th e party attended the 
fi'eld of sports but she is active ' also in movie, "The Dark Angel" at the Lin-
other extra-curricular activities. She coin theatre. Guests were: Mr. and 
is president of the Home Economics 
1 
Mrs. Wayne P . Hugh es, Mr. and Mrs. 
club this year and is a member of Glenn H. Seymour, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. 
Kappa Delta Pi. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. 
She was a delegate to the w AA con- Rothschild, Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. 
vention at Columbus Ohio in 1934 and Scruggs and Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Bouch-
at Chicago in 1935. ' er of Champaign. 
---EISTC'---
---EISTc- -
JORDAN TO PRESENT ~s. _R. w. Weckel's parents from 
Sprmgf1eld, the Reverend and Mrs. G . 
RECITAL WEDNESDAY jH . Thorpe; and Mr. Weckel's rela-
-- tives from Rock Island, Ill., spent the 
Professor Frank B. Jordan, Head of Thanksgiving holidays h ere in Char-
the Organ department of Illinois Wes- leston. It was also an occasion for 
leyan University, Bloomington, Ill., will celebrating the birthday of Eleanor 
play an organ recital at the Methodist Jean daughter of MJ.·. and Mrs. Wee-
church tomorr~w night at 8 o'clock. kel, .;,ho was three years old November 
The program IS sponsored by the 30. 
Young People's class of the church, I 
Mrs. Popham teacher. Mr. Jordan gave ··----------------
a Sunday Vesper program here two 
years ago. 
Professor Jordan has his Bachelor of 
Music degree from the Dlinois Wesley-
an Music School; his Master of Mu-
sic degree from the Bush Conserva-
tory of Music, Chicago; and has stud-
ied organ with some of the oustand-
ing organ teach ers in Chicago and 
New York. 
See Our New 
Royal Linen 
Stationery 
Tablets and Envelopes, Box Paper, 
Pound Paper 
W. E. HILL & SON 
SOUTHWEST CORNER 
The Gift of Gifts-
JEWELRY-
FINE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
need not be 
• expensive 
We have some beautiful styles and 
finishes to choose lfrom this Fall. 
. . 
ART CRAFT 
STUDIO 
The one and only Gift that l a..c;;t s . Ree the n ew 1936 Elgin Wrist 
Watch for Beauty and Honest Service, at 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY 
THE LEADING JEWElLER 
SPECIALLY PRICED-
SHEER SHEEN CHRISTMAS CARDS 
~;u~~a~~ .. ~~~~-~.~ .. ~-~ .. ~-~---~~~~-~........................... ..................... . ... . . . $}. 9 5 
King Bros. Book & Stationery Store 
(THE SHOP OF THOUGHTFUL GIFTS) 
Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews 
entertained several faculty friends after 
the Sigma Delta Nigh t club dance Fri-
day evening. A two-course supper was 
served to the following gue ts: Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter W. Cook, Mr. and Mrs. 
H. E. Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. Donald 
Alter, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Cole-
man,_ and Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Guy 
Burns. 
TRIPLE DIP 
Ice Crea.m Cones ........................ Sc 
Boley's Ice Cream 
Factory 
723 Seventh St. 
Recipe for Better Meals 
• • 
Fine dairy products mean better breakfasts, 
lunches and dinners, for dairy products are t he 
foundation of every m eal Because everything 
we sell comes from modern farms and is care-
fully selected by experts you can depend upon 
our quality to be the very finest obtainable. 
If you want to enjoy these better things call 
your nearest grocer or call Main 7 for daily 
service. 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
7th a.nd Van Buren TELEIPHONE 7 
I 
I +·-··--·-··-··-··-··-·---·-··-·· ·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·~~-··--·-··--·----- • • . -·--------·--·--·-·+ I CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS J 
+•-u-..-ta-11-tll-11-••-••-••-••-••-~~~~-+•-u-••-•--••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-u•- +•-u-•a-••-••-••-• J. ,__,.,_,,_,,_,,_ .... _ ,,_ . 
Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 DR. W. B. TYM Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
J . A. OLIVER, M . D. 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Charleston National Ba.nk Bldg. 
· Charleston, Dl. 
DENTIST. DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
Charleston National Bank Bldg . 
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 
DENTIST 
IIours: 8 to 12--1 to 5 
People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Charleston. Ill. 
+•---•a-u---M-It-ll-tt-••-••-••-••-+•-••-•~~~-••--••-••-•t~-••-••-•a-•'-'"-••-•+ ·•~-••-••-••-••-e1_,.1_,.._.1_.1_1,_.._,+ 
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 1 DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m . and 
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00 
to 9:00p. m. 
604% . JACKSON S'l'. 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
Alexander Bldg. 
North Side Square 
Phone 340 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12 : '0 a. m. and 
2 :00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p. m. 
604'-h Sixth St . 
Telephone 132 Frames Repaired~Lenses Duplicated Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
+•-u-aa-aa-t~l-tll-~11-11-11-tll-11-11• • 1-ll-11-111-ll- .. lf-11-.. 1-11-11-i!I-IR-II-tl • 11-11-11-ll-11-etl-etl-etl-tii-N-tll-et-ltf 
DR. J.R. ALEXANDER 
516 ¥.a Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 
+·---.. ---------·--·--·--·-----4·-~~~·-
DR. H. A. SHAFFER 
Corner 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone 440 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Under Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; R es. 1037 
DR. N . C , IKNAYAN 
Hours by Appoint ment 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St . . 
--·-··--·-··-··-··-••-'ll-11-11-11-14-·· .. . 1-11-tll-tl-11-tll-tl-tlt-11._.._.._.._,+ I Phone: Office and Res. 242 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
511 ¥.a Jackson Street 
Under Bldg. 
Office IIours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9 
Thursdays--9:00-12; 7-9 
.. II • II 111-l a.-l a-U-IIt-l tt-l tt-11- 11--- ---·••- n - all-111-llll-1-1111-llll-111-1111-1111-lltt-1 _.._.._.._111-tll-tlll-all-t.l N II II • ·+ 
DR. 0. E. HITE 
DENTIST 
1st National Bank Bldg. 
Office Hours 8-12- 1-5 
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 
CHARLES E.. GREER, M. S., M. D. 
721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES 
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY 
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS 
• • II II • rf 
Tuesday, December 10, 1935 
Cooper, Spence-Nuts Arrant of Dance-
Headline Sigma Delta Night Club Bill 
Eighty Couples Attend 
Dance Played by Al 
Band Friday Night. 
No¥elty 
Alison's Wins Hall Presidency 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
i -~~-··-~~-··-··-··-··-·-··-~~-·-·i Festal 0 bs erv an c e 
L:h_:__E~~.t:~~a-c~_J Promised by Hall 
By Torchy. 
GIRLS: Advertise Christmas re-
quests on this space next week. Guar-
Plan to Decorate Tree in Main 
Parlo·rs; Christmas Breakfast 
Scheduled Sunday. 
Page Three 
Epsilon Pi Tau Will 
Initiate 7 New Men 
The annual Epsilon Pi Tau initia-
tion will be held Saturday, December 
14, at 4 :50 o'clock in the practical arts 
building and will be followed by the 
anteed results or we'll ·ta.ke your Romeo 
... Boy, girl, moonlight, and a seren- To commemorate the Chri·stmas banquet, probably at Mattoon. 
A chapter from what Stanley Walk- t ade; all found at the HAI..lL mos any season, Pemberton Hall girls will de- About seven initiates are to enter 
er has termed the "Night Club Era" I evening when one of EI's HE'S whis- . . I . . . 
was presented in the college auditor- tl t HER b f t . N t corate a tree m the mam parlors of Eps1lon Pi Tau, a national honorary 
es o e ore en enng . . . o e th H ll Th. S t d th .l be ium Friday night in the form of a • t NITE CLUB d . M H od e a . 1S a ur ay ere Wll fraternity in industrial arts and vo-
Cabaret dance sponsored by Sigma to the two female bouncers at the a specm 1s mas u e supper_ o cational education, some of whom are 
1 
a ance . ax arr , . 1 Chr · t b ff t t 
Delta and played by Al Alison's nine- d h'l h k" h d "D 't be followed by the exchange of gifts. at this time .teaching in other schools. 
, oor, w 1 e s a lng an s - on S t Cl h " lf '11 ff .. t piece orchestra from Danville. Eighty ! ff th 0 K ,, H 11 · Is an a aus, 1mse , WI o ICia e. .Junior standing and a B grade aver-
\ 
squeeze o e . . . . . . a gir 
couples were present. are surely popular at tea time _ free I Plans have been made for a Christ- J age in industrial arts and a C aver-
Highlights at the Nightery feed and for nothin' ... Personal: Mil- mas breakfast on Sunday. In the aft- age in other subjects are requirements 
Arthur Spence, as master of cere- I dred s.-Consult DORIS BLAKE; a en1oon there will be a formal tea and for admission into the fraternity. 
monies during the early part of the question in that field is not in my line group carolling. EosTc---
evening, introduced numerous celebri- ... It was good to see HELEN AGEE The heads of the various committees 
ties, several of whom stepped to the smiling S BJturday night. PAUL should are as follows: Betty J ane Ewing, 
microphone to say a few words. Four come again, soon! chairman for the tea; Wilma Cribbet, 
entertainment numbers during the lat- Girls of the Dormitory call Detekatif chairman of the Saturday buffet sup-
Ruth Royce Entertains 
For Illinois Students 
ter part of the evening were intro- 1 Dorothy Armes, SHADOW. Dorothy per; Mi:dred Summers, group caroll- ~ duced by Roy Wilson. They included ! says some aren't SiHADOWPROOF, ing; Violet Podesta, house decorations; I Ruth Roy~e was hostess informally 
a ballroom dance by Jane and John, I Helen Carver, table dec()i["ati:ons for to a few fnends at her home, 1068 
guest entertainers from Charleston j either · · · THOMAS STODDE.RT was Saturday night·, Dorothy Armes and ]I Seventh str~et, on the ~a~urday after-' formally initiated. into the U. of I. '. . noon followmg ThanksgiV1ng. She was 
high school; a "dance" by Glenn "Ve- !Honorary fratermty, Etta Kappa Nu Mary Frances Hermans, co-chanmen 1 te t . . . h f Chr' t· 
h . . en r am1ng m onor o 1s 1ne loz" Cooper and Arthur "Yolanda" 
1 
on December 6 ... Best from the ex- for t e preparatiOns of the tea; and 1M f M tt d H . t Wh"t ts ' . . orse o a oon an arne I e 
Spence, recognized as the "nut arran ' ROSE MARIE MEGAW 
1 
changes: A student at Emory univer- Wilx:na Brumleve, ch~rrman of the j of Newman, members of Delta Gam-
in local Terpsichorean circles; a song sity, Ga., spent three days in a hypnot- Chnstmas t ree decoratiOns. I ·t t h' h h . 1 d. d t 
and dance specialty by Bill Brown, an- . trance when the professor who had EosTc ma soron Y o w lC s e lS p e ge a 
other guest entertainer ; and some vo- p ember t 0 n c h 0 0 s e s ~ypnotized him, for class . dem~nstra- lVIrs. Guy BurriS Is Those present besides the hostess and IC . 
1 
the University Of Illinois this year. 
cal selections by Donald Cavins. t10n purposes, couldn't brmg hrm out t 
Ch f th d Mr Qjf fi ~ 1 Bri.dge Club Hoste"'S ,gu_es s of honor we_re Louise Tym. , Mary aperons or e ance were · ;j C e rS · Or e rm of it. Must. have been a lecture cour~e ::S I Allee H arwood, Elizabeth Irwm, Fran-
and Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews and II 1· . . Pay h1gh, folks, and I'll keep 1t . Ices Durgee and Mary Elizabeth Weir. 
Mr. and Mrs. Quncy Guy Burris. Ruth -- out of this column for you. Mrs. Qumcy ?uy Burris entertained The latter is a student at Northwest-
Clapp was general chairman. At the last house meeting of the fall They say LOCHINVAR SIEGEL is the Tuesday bndge club at her home, ern this year, while the others are 
Spence Introduces Celebrities terr~- Pemberton Hall girls bel~ an I putting in considerable time in the 1528 Fourth street Tuesday afternoon. Eastern students. 
Night Club Snapshots: Mickey clcc~1on for the purpose of choosmg a Oakwood hospita l sector of late. A dessert luncheon was served to club 
Spence executing a "Spenserian Stan- president and House Council for the I FOLCKS, now isn't DOT something? members and the followin,g guests: . ~--••••••••••••1111111 
za" ... Mr. Andrews being introduced Winter term, naming Rose Marie EosTc Mrs. Fiske Allen, Mrs. J. Y. Kelly, Mrs. I 
as the farmers' fri·end, and an author- Megaw president. F . d 1. W .11 B t Frank Verwiebe, and Mrs. Ralph Cor-ity on pigs ... Charles H. Coleman I Miss Megaw, a member of the senior 1 e IS 1 anque dier. 
being deserted by Mrs. Coleman as he class, is from Ch::cago. She succeeds In Honor of Pledges I EISTC---
started to the micropho~e, and t_h~re 
1 
Peggy Fellis, who was president during 1 WEDDING Al~NOUNCED 
explaining that he was m no position the fall term. Fidelis members and their guests will I. 
to make any comments, 60 per cent of The following were e:ected members banquet tonight (Tuesday) in the At a bridge party given by Maxine 
the Colema.n firm having refused to I of the Hall Council: Violet McFarland, Charleston Rotary club rooms on the Jones on November 25, the wedding I 
appear ... the "absolute unity and ef- vice president; Betty Jane Ewing, secre- east side of the square, in honor of of Helen Spies and Jack Grove, which I 
ficiency of movement; the manifold tary and treasurer; Shirley Harrod, so- five pledges who are concluding their occurred in Urbana, September 4, wa.;; I 
plasticity and the keen precision" of cial chairman; Wilma Brumleve, din- initiation periods. announced. Mrs. Grove was a student 
Glenn Cooper's "dancing" .. · Elmer, ner chairman; Mary Helen Phillips, re- The five to be feted are Henry at TC high school as a member of the 1 
former News columnist, taking a bow. porter; Agnes Wor:and, song chairman. Phipps, Dale Haverstock, George Buck, senior class during the Fall quarter. I 
EosTc Mary ELzabeth Bratton and Mary Thomas Endsley, and Walter Ritchie. Mr. Grove attended TO last year. \ 
Each League Unit to Frances Hermans are other members of Alexander summers will serve as mas- I 
H ld Ch · t p t the Council. ter of ceremonies. Talks and enter- 1 A \ 0 TIS mas ar y I EISTC tainment by the pledges will be fea-
League unit pr-es-id-e-nts, through their Faculty lVIembers Give I tuDres. ld Alt f th hi to d t Ch • f 1 
Th k • • • I ona er 0 e s ry epar - .... ,s mas organization leader, Ella Mae Jackson, I an SglVlng PartieE ment will be guest speaker of the eve- • 
are entreating every woman in the ning. cr·tt 1 
college to be present at the Christmas Mr. and Mrs. Wayne P . Hughes en- Otho Quick, vice-president of the • • • , 
parties they are planning. Units are tertained informally Wednesday eve- organization, is general chairman for I 
planning to vie for the highest at- ning, November 27. Mr. and Mrs. Fred the banquet. Willard Duey and Joe 1 
tendance. I Strickler of New York were guests of Kelly are assistant committeemen. SHOULD BE A PER- 'I 
The following unit president an- . honor. 
nounce meetings: SONAL THOUGHT, not 
-:FLASH:-
Holiday 
Special 
Permanent 
Wave 
Christmas and New Year-
with the gay round of 
holida.y festivities and so-
cial affairs. Now's the 
time to get a permanent 
that will glorify your hair . 
Call for an a.pp<fmtmenl 
now and get your perma-
nent this week before the 
holiday rush. 
Unit 1, Eleanor McFarlen, Dec. 17, 
1639 Seventh; Unit 4, Joan Hunter, 
Dec. 17, 7:30 p.m., 1427 Ninth; Unit 2, 
Isabel Larimer, Dec. 16, 8 p. m., 1505 
Seventh; Unit 5, June Hughes, Dec. 
17, 7:30 p. m., 1527 Seventh; Unit 6, 
Margaret McCarthy, Dec. 17, 7:45 p. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor were 
host and hostess to several faculty 
friends Thursday evening, November 
28, at their home east of Charleston. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pearce of Mason 
City, Iowa, were guests of honor. 
Having sold my place of business to 
the High Hat Cleaners, I am asking 
all my friends to give these fellows 
their patronage as they offer you 
the same high grade of work. 
necessar'ily an expensive 
purchase. Your photograph 
is the most appropriate 
gift. \MODERN 
m., 855 Eleventh; Uni-t 7, Evelyn Car- Miss Margaret Donley was hostess 
ruthers, Dec. 16, 956 Tenth; Unit 8, at a theater party for her student 
Ruth Clapp, Dec. 17, 1125 ,Sixth; Unit teachers Sunday afternoon, November 
9, Gladys Watkins, Dec. 17, 7:30 p. m., 24. The party attended the afternoon 
1415 Seventh street. showing of "In Old Kentucky" at the 
Unit 10, Juanee Swearinger, Dec. 17, I Lincoln Theater and afterwards had 
941 Fourth; Unit 11, Florence Wood, refreshments at the Corner Confec-
Dec. 17, 7:30 p. m., 305 Lincoln; Unit tionery. 
12, Mary Elizabeth Inman, Dec. 16, ---EosTc---
1107 Second; Unit 13, Alberta Trous- Miss Lola Eberl:v visited at her home 
dale, Tuesday, Dec. 10, 7:15 p. m., in lin Lincoln, Nebraska, over the Thanks-
room 11 (short meeting to plan Christ- I giving holiday. 
mas party); Unit 14, Helen Imle, Dec. ·--EosTc---
16, 1061 Seventh ; Unit, 15, Ruth Cor- Two ba.cbers and two beauty oper:-
ley, Dec. 17, 7:30 p. m., 964 Sixth; ators at IShortys. Phone 165. 
Lucile Thomas, Dec. 11, 822 Sixth. 
Any girl who may hold a unit meet-
ing some time during the year at her 
home or rooming house should speak 
to her unit president soon. 
Girls who have moved may attend 
the unit meeting to which they were 
ass~gned this fall, or notify the unit 
president into whose unit they have 
moved, President Jackson reports. 
---EISTC:---
· Patronize our News advertisers! 
Home Cooked Foods J 
r WHITE ( 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
PHONE 295 
0.1ve Dick, Mgr. 
Thank you, 
"DOC" 
HI-HAT 
CLEANERS & 
HATTERS 
LOW PRICES 
Guaranteed Work 
• 
RAY DENNIS JOHN SHRIVER 
Phone 648 617 Lincoln 
Salads, Pies, Sa-ndwiches, Soups 
Plate Lunches 25c 
Our Home Cooked Lunches 
LITTLE CAMPUS 
CAFE 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker 
Frank Voris 
are prepared with the Best Ingredients and with 
Best Care. A trial will convince·. 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
\ BEAUTY SHOP SANDERS STUDIO \ PHONE 1501 815 MONROE 
--------------------~ ~ .................... . 
Christmas Shoppers, Don't Forget that 
THE VOGUE SHOP 
WEST SIDE SQUARE 
has New Dresses-New Hats-New Lingerie to show you. 
lovely gifts and the prices are right. 
.f Q r SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 
/ t PRIVATE PARTIES 
DANCING 
They make 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U. S. GRANT 
Dlinois 
Page Four TEACHERS ·coLLEGE NEWS 
X[_eatqt~S Qtnlltgt ~thts Eastman Describee Plan for Future of 
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid" State Education as Outlined bg Board 
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu- By StatJ Reporter State Educational commission made a 
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at. Some inkling of trends in education preliminary report, through Dean Ben-
Charleston. for the state of Illinois came to our ner of the University of Illinois regard-
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the 
Post Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March 
3, 1879. 
~-Printed by the Courier Publishing Company 
Alexander Summers '36 ........................... ....................... .......... Editor 
notice last week in an interview with ing the long-time plan for education 
Wesley C. Eastman, director of rural in Illinois. 
education. Mr. Eastman attended a Mr. Eastman had the following 
meeting of the Illinois State School I comment: 
Board association on Thursday, Nov. 
20, at Champaign. At that gathering 
the Advisory Committee to the Illinois 
"The Advisory Committee proposes 
a state board ()f education, to be com-
posed of nine laymen members whose 
Tuesday, December 10, 1935 
Voice of the Faculty 
Coach Winfield Scott Angus Scores Plot 
To Bar US From Olympic Games 
Tn response to a request made the editors, Win-
field Scott Angus, GOach of intercollegiate athletics, 
expresses his views on the currently 'popular question, 
"Should the United States perm'it its Olympic team to 
compete in the Games at Berlin in 1936?" Consider-
terms of office shall each be nine able agitation is being stirred by certain groups to Vincent Kelly '36 ....................................... ......... Business Manager 
Roy Wilson '36 ................ ................................. ..... Publicity Director 
Stanley Elam '38 ............................................... .... . Associate Editor years, one term to expire each year. prevent entrance of the US team. Coach Angus gives 
Evalyn Schooley '36 .................. ............................ Society Editor se·ection would be by appointment by his answer. the governor of the state. Dean Ben-Franklyn L. Andrews ........................... ................................... Adviser· Panorama ner pointed out the importance of "In light of the controversy that is raging in regard having the first board of nine mem- to participat'ion of the American Olympic team in the 
Member 
CSPA 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1935 
Member 
IOPA 
Second World War: Allies Are 
Out to Get Germans! 
Bp 
Rop 
Wilson 
hers one of high educational qua.li- 1936 games to be held in Ber-
fications, and expressed the opmwn lin, Germany, it is about time 
that if this be accompllshed, there the American Olympic com-
will be little danger regarding the mittee set forth a definite. 
high quality of the board's personnel cle~r~cut statement as to the 
in the future. It' will always be to the I v~lldity of the ~tatemen~s 
Last fortnight the Du Fonts, Dela- interest of any governor to appoint . given out f~om variOus qu~I-
ware gunpowder tycoons, inserted two men of outstanding ability. ters regarding the questiOn 
" . raised by Germany's attitude 
pages of advertising in the Spectator, The effect of thu~ po:icy upon the toward German-Jewish ath-
The second World War is on. Or perhaps the undergraduate publication at Colum- State Executive staH will be to raise letes participating in the 
fir i i only 1Jeing re-enacted. The world is beinf; bia university. The ad ran: the standards greatly. The state games. 
Th D P T l super~ntendent will be directly respon- "As the situation n 0 w 
made safe for democracy again. Desperate Allied ,, "! u. ont a e-. sible to the state board of education. There s no us talkmg Sat rda stands, it seems to be in con-
trooper are making a heroic stand to save Pcu·i~. . . e - u Y Members of his staff will be as secure tradiction to the original 
was an excitmg day for Amos Hunter. in their t f ff" 
The hated Hun i doomed. Propaganda flies ovtr (You know him- the nice young fellow , enure .0 ~ Ice as any .pr()- purpose of the Olymp'ic ideal 
ith th i k h k ) Th t . 'kt I fessm of educatwn m a state umver- as concei·ved and carri·ed out W. S. ANGUS the wire , 10-points itself in pamphlets, and fits w e P n c ee s. a mg:u ·t d . . 
h h d d t ith · 1 TH.E d t SI Y an at the same time Will be re- by Pierre de Combertin, a Frenchman, in 1894. It w~s 
ul B . e a a a e w a grr . a e , , · d f th · it ·elf gaudiJy into unscrup ous new papers. 'Ia~ itl THE 1 1 ,, · .Ieve o e necessity of campaigning this learned gentleman's idea to provide a vast athletic 
· w 1 g r · f th · hi f · groups take up the battle to satisfy selfish conv1c- The ad goes ahead to relate that ?r err c e m each political elec- pageant in which all nations of the world would come 
tions. ''Down with the German'' cries spatter Amos, in preparation for this date, twn. together and try their skill divorced from all malice, 
against the consciousness of the mass like a Maxim's "shined up the old bus" with the right "The Advisory Committee also pro- hatred, political 'intrigue, and prejudice. 
volley. The debacle is upon us. automobile polish- Du Pont-until it poses a county board of education of "All reports that are now coming to the attention ot 
was "handsome enough for a kid and seven members to be elected by the the public show that there is evidence of much bickering 
What is this second World War ~ It is vvar to queen." 'people with seven-year terms. This and dissension over the attitude of the Germans toward 
keep the United States (Home of the free, etc.) out Susie Blossom, who is Amos' girl board will be headed by a county com- a. certain group of people as to participation in the game 
of the Olympic games. if UNDER NAZI auspices. friend, was active also. She was don- missioner of education responsible to to be held at Berlin. 
l'he games are scheduled to be held in Berlin, Ger- ning a dress made of the right kind the board. The board's chief functions "From what may be digested from articles appearinb 
many, during 1936. Placards picturing the Nazi of rayon- Du Pont. At the movies the are to appoint the county commissioner in the newspapers from time to time, it would seem 
insignia, in the form of a serpent, entwining and loving young couple saw a picture made and advise with him from time to 
choking the Olympic ideal ; 40 and 50-pagt on Du Pont film. time regarding the education policies 
"Neither Amos or Susie realized how of the county. In order to win ·support 
pamphlets, letters-all are ammunition in this Al- chemical research had touched their of the present county superintendents, 
lied attack upon the second Germany in a second lives that day," the advertisement it is proposed that the present in-
World War. An organization called the ''Commit- states. "The shiny car, the rayon cumbents be certified as the first 
tee on Fair Play in tiports" is leading the battle for dress, and the movie film- all resulted county commissioners of education with 
American withdrawal. Similcu· mo ements are gai.n- from the work of chemists. As a mat- a prescribed tlme limit to their terms 
ing headway in anti-Nazi European cou.ntrie . ter of fact, no day passes that mod- of office. 
<Continued on Page Seven) 
CAPS and lower case 
The BIG and little in Review 
By The Editor • • • 
Thi committee protecting us gullible Ameri- ,ern ~hemistry doesn't help make life "With the expirati'On of this term, 
. f . It b t h b jhappier and more complete for them- every new commissioner will be re- ABRACADABRA, OR WORSE : : : 
can I· o no mean stature. oas s sue mem ers and for you" ir t 
H d B F · B'ddl R A Clay- · qu ed o meet standards set up by the F . d . th k D . did a eywoo roun, ranc1S I e, ev. . That was the Du Pot:It tale. Two I state. The abolition of the county mgers ancmg ov·er e eys. ancmg, you say? 
ton Powell, Jr., Senator J es e H. Metcalf, N ormau days later the Spectator had a tale to superintendent's office can be brought Wen, 'tap' danc'ing, maybe · · · How many people did you 
Thoma·, Os·wald Garrison Villard, Dr. Mary E . tell: about bec~use the constitution explicity say went insane last year? Was it 130,000? Guess I must 
. l a· A -th G fi ld H be an awful sap. Can't even remember ... Wish Thomas 
"\V oollcy, and other me u 1ng .. tu: ur ar c ays ThP_ Spectator Tale- says there "may" be a county super- Wolfe wouldn't write such long books. Too much of too (What ag~lutination is he, anyway~~ . "There's ~? use talkin,g - Saturday I in~.endent ~~ecte~ by the people. good is too bad , . That's Wolfe for you, though ... 
Even 1n the face of such persuasiVe leader:::,h1p was an exCitmg day for Amos ~unter. . ~ for fmancmg the work of educa- Hope Stan Elam's feeling better. Need him on the staff. 
(a disgrnntled banker, a free lance newspaperman, It was the day they bundled hlm off tlon m the future, the board proposes Aw, let him rest; you make him do too much, anyway. He 
a preacher a Socialist an author a senator ) w e to save the world for Du Pont and tha~ a minimum of $62 per elementary I made only three A's last term .... Say, that was a funny 
simply can''t be the ol'd 'By gad' you're ri~ht! ·1 D:,mocracy. . . pupil and $8~ per high school ~tu~ent sight Wednesday night. For the first time for ever 80 
. • . ' . I t was the day he kissed Susie, THE must be provided through the distnbu- long the gym wasn't filled to capacity for a basketball Amenca~o. We ~eel they are VIOl~tmg mo t of the girl, goodbye, polished up his rifle with tive fund which is now available. The game . . , . How many times do I have to tell thes'e re-
rul~s o:l Inter.natwnal. sport~mansh~P: They are de- D~ Pont synthetic goose. grease ar:d governor is said to understand the porters to include the date that clubs meet in their write-
ba mg athletiCS by giving It a pohtlcal cast. They sa1led away on a great big battleshlp necessity for this increase." ups? .... Alex summers. Who's he? ... . one o'clock: 
are di criminating on the. basis of mere bias. They camouflaged with Du Pont paint. Better go to bed- yeah, say 'go to bed', not 'ret'ire' .. It 
are a suming that our system o£ economic and po- "It was ~he day he began his career was 1:30 last night. Remember you went to Winkin' and 
litical control is above reproach and far superior to as a soldier, which ended when he The Soap BoX Blinkin' etc. in two classes today .. 'Yeah, but I can't go 
that of a neighbor. Instead of 'reaching hand~ , went over the t~p of a. front l~ne to bed yet. This copy has to be in tomorrow' . . . . Forget 
th , th d al. t J L . I trench and had his head, the one With * * * * i t· when you get out of school you'll think you were i'l. a~ro · e ea ' ~y are. e mg. ou ~ _ofie OiU.Icl pink cheeks, blown off by a Du Pont chump; do it tomorrow night . .. . 'Very well, if you in-
right cross: (~ ~t without Its two-sided s.1gru can~e). shell. Invites students a~ faculty sist, but 1 really ... .' 
They are Inviting Germany to be o'ur everlastin g\ "Neither Amos nor Susie had rea- members to voice their opm10ns 9 
h ak £ 120 000 000 j on topics concerned with college 
enemy. T ey presume to spe or , , lized how chemical research had touch- Hie. Please limit letters to 150 NEW TO OUR STAFF BUT 
.. Americans. · 'rhey are alarming our own population ed their lives that day, or how ~h~ 
with fah;e propaganda against the Germans. The) ballyhoo ~nd buncombe manufact~red 
are waging war, not for their own ideals, but by arms frrms would -lead to Amos ex-
words, sign communications. 
tinction." 
a gain t the Germans. ! They have not once asked Here is a tremendous swat at the In Behalf of Ec 
our athletes \Vhat they think of competing on G€1'- munitions brethren, and, coming in Dear Soap Box: 
m an ·oil under the auspices of Nazis, who by poliL- the boomerang manner as it does, it is Considering the fact that the Home 
ical philo~ophy, decree that Jews and Negroes of doubly effective. Hooray to the Spec- E::!onomics department is one of the 
rrHEIR )~·N nation cannot compete under German tator for its courage. 1 most pop~lar departments on the ca.~-
. . . - pus, I thmk that the News should give 
coL01·s. I s that IIDp~rtar:t enoug_?. to .stir natwnal Capitalistic Big Shots- it due recognition. 
h a tred for another milleruum ~ Is 1t not t h e so-calleu A brief survey of the Du Pont hold- My suggestion is that this depart-
'' m eddling' ' if w e try to r eform the Nazi views~ ings reveals that Columbia's newspa- ment be given a minimum of half a 
"\Vill it not kill the Olympic ideal if we w ithdraw 1 per is flirting with no mere twinkle in column each week for its news and 
Are w e su ch prudes that mere unsavory political 1 the capitalistic firmament · when it notes. I m sure that it could hold the 
p_olicie · :ut cause .us to stomp o.ff .the stage of_ ac-1 t~k~s them to task. Gunpowder spe- interest of the readers. 
twn ~ Are w e aO'am to be the VIctrm of one-s ided : Ciallsts from. 1804 to the World War, A Home Economics booster . 
d Ar · d · · q I (Contmued on Page 7) propagan a ~ e we agam to acce e to a mmQrity . Cross Country Letters? Why Not! 
Finally, are we afrai.d to prove b y clean, honest 1.. :: Dear Soap Box: · 
athletic competition that the democratic spirit is •• I am writing this artic'e on behalf 
superior ¥ .•.. Out of the Past.... of the "forgotten men" ot Ea,stern 
Teaching Communism 
- Rg.ymor..d Clapper in The Washington Post. 
•• • a sports; the members of the cross-
•• -------·----- - --•• country team. A team which during 
TEN YEARS AGO 
Week &f December 1-7, 1925 
After a hard fight, Washington school teach en: Still playing football : Eastern bowed 
• 1 to Millikin U. by a 21-3 score. Pros-
appar ently are O'Omg to be gagged now on the su .... - pects for a winning basketball t eam 
jcct of ~oviet Iius ia. 'rhey can't tell their pupils· were good. 
h ow t h oviet O'Overnment operates becau e a la\V II The Winter term opened on Novem-
of ongre · , as finally interpreted, seem s to fo,rbid her 30. 
the '' t aching of ommnni m.. '' We don't believe 1 -- • 
in Communi m in this conntry, so we won't let the 1 ONE YEAR AGO 
subject be mentioned in the public s chools. Havin()' I Week of December 7-14, 1934 
made thi great forward strid the n ext thina is te . Eastern met Rose ~oly of Terre 
· h ' F · o Haute here Tuesday mght. 
top the teachmg of m.onarc Y and asCI m . w estfield High defeated TC here by 
School t each r ought n ot be allowed to tell a 35-5 score. (Typical CHS-TC score 
their pupil& about the postoffice department eitheLI of the past few years with promise 
It is a thoroughly socialistic in~titution. . of a re.verSa.l in form this year.) 
the last two seasons has placed third 
in the Little Nineteen Conference, and 
brought home trophies symboLc of 
their accomplishments. These trophies 
occup·y prominent places in our insti-
tution, still the men who helped acquire 
these trophies are not allowed to wear 
the monogram qf our school. 
These men workeq ~r{l tq a,tta,in 
tbeir high st~nqing, why not · reward 
them with the monogl'l:!,rn which tl)ey 
most certainly earned? 
All progre&sive colleges and univer-
sities give letters for Cross Country, A 
few of these are: University of Illinois; 
<Continued on Page 10) 
A familiar character in our college l'ife is Marguerite 
Iknayan. A review of the Don Cossack Chorus progra!ll 
WC:l.;:: her first effort. She will care for French club news, 
an organization in which she 
is one of the leaders. Stu-
dents will remember the ex -
cellent talk she gave in chap-
el last year dealing with the 
rn.ore familiar French words 
and phrases that are a pari; 
of our language . Miss Iknayan 
:s a g,raduate of TC h'igh 
school where, as in college, 
s he was an outstanding 
::;cholar . . . . While we are 
in the orchid complex, it is 
.~ bout time some credit was 
given those gallants who folti 
the News. Let us introduce 
"li'lorence Cbtth1,gham, a l s o 
conductor of that provoking M.Aa,QUERITE IKNAYAN 
c o 1 u m n, '(The Ellei)hant's 
Child .. , Florence is one art the unsl.lllg veteran paper 
folders, who probably !eels that the editor has a snap job. 
. . . John Ritchie is another who helps put the News into 
folded form. John's gridiron tactics come in handy when 
the job is big and helpers are few. 
LET ONE WHO KNOWS : : : 
From cruel E-xperience advise you to take physical 
education and libraty as specified in the catalogue. A new 
angle was introduced la~t week when it was learned tha.v 
the catalogue contains a clause which makes it clear that 
the two courses are t9 be taken. TPo&e who do not take 
the requtreq c,ourses l~ading toward diploma, degree, or 
a teachers' certificate- a:nd those req\11rements inoluqe 
library and physical edqcation- must pay t\lition of $25 
a quarter. And those who pay the $25 could not complete 
requirements for a degree or diploma without the two sub-
jects. There II little cldee. 
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Scribe Tells Story 
The Last Trump In Faculty Names 
''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" Panther Lair 
'
1Thut tut Thut," said the Cole-man 
as he .Scrugged his shoulders. Sey-
mour and more that I Shiley made a 
g-Ross mistake when I m arched to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 fue All~. I dW~t gcl an~hlng ~ POPPIN' OFF 
Prof. Colseybur's 
"OH WHATA LIFE BANQUET" 
Heralding the Winter Quarter 1935-36 
''We have gathered tonight to celebrate the 
beginning of a new term. (wild applause). 
Those of you who a.re still with me will go back 
to a memorable day twelve weeks ago. Little 
did we think then; little, I fear, have we:. 
thought since. (enthusiastic applause). Whu !PROF. COLSEYBUR 
thought twelve short weeks ago that we would 
meet again? Again, I repeat, who thought? That, my friends, is the reason we 
ate here tonight. 
"It is my duty as toastmaster to propose a number of toasts (cinnamon, 
milk, and but.tered) to the new quarter (thunderous applause) . We are on the 
threshold of a new era. Move up closer 
-our eras are a little cold-while I in-
traduce the speakers of the evening. 
Who knows but what this will be the 
llotpoint. of their college careers!" (In-
termission for applause). 
Arise Mr. Summers! 
Mr. Summers (sotto voce) : 
"I propose this toast to the TC 
News-
COMMUNICATION TO 
POKER FACE ADDLES 
OFFICE ASSISTANTS 
Crowe about and my Monier (it works 
better if pronounced in French) is 
running out. Burr'is .cold in here. 
Thomas, go get some Wood for the 
Cook Stov-r Widger rather get some 
Koch for the furnace, while I Guinagh 
on this T ayl-or something really 
PUNny. 
S tatistics show that not a single 
Lair man is on probation . One of the 
cooks made straight A's. We serve food 
for thought. (Advertisement) . 
So you thing the Beu-Reinhardt text 
---EisTc is good? Wait till you see the New 
Miniature Football-Whoopee! Fo1Test W. Neal and J. Anthony Kelly 
Educational Introduction to Elemen-
It happened. Some bright boy last tary Behaviorism. It proves that swip-
week came forward to advocate 'min-
iature' football. He would have a six- ing pictures off the bulletin board is 
instinctive. 
man team. Thus miniature golf, table 
tennis, and the other telescoped sports 
must sadly bow in defeat at the hands 
I of America's latest monomania-min-iature football. 
CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN 
* * * * 
PROFESSOR! 
All's quiet on the Lair front: The 
neighbor boy, Hawkeye, has a split 
lip. 
The Weekly Campus Christening: 
Paul "Beef Trust" Weekley. 
Our conception of a pathological 
case: "Why did you give me an A? 
I think I deserved a C ." 
Is this phunny? 
Page Five 
Local, Frivolous 
'Child' Preferred 
Do you favor serious or frivolous 
questions for this column? On na-
tional or local problems? Or some of 
both? 
Florence Wood '36 - I say frivolous 
and local. 
Katherine Shores '37 - The policy 
of the N ewsl up to now is to carry on 
the tradition of a column neither 
changing or allowing some one else 
to carry it on. Why try to ruin a 
perfectly good column? I say keep it 
as it has been, frivolous and local. 
Kate Walker '37 -Don't bother m e. 
I'm thinking about the faculty which 
is both local and funny. (Watch 
that, usin' this column for free adver-
tisin'.) 
Marguerite Iknayan '38 - Give us 
variety, but lay the emphasis on ser-
ious, say I. 
Merle Allard '36 - The column 
might be used for the purpose of re-
form by means of satire. 
Pauline Armantrout '37 - Frivolous, 
we get the serious side in classes. 
Gene Lederer '37 - Yes, and no to 
each and every question. I always 
look at t he serious side of the ques-
tion. 
Turn down the glass, TC News, 
With all your glory and all your 
blues! 
United States Postoffice au-
thorities and several damsels in 
the business office thought the 
doodle-bugs were do.od.:lng over-
time last week. Or maybe it was 
the Thanksgiving turkey. Any-
way, they certainly fe:t like 
goofus-birds when a letter ad-
dressed to Ole Poker Face, East-
ern State, came into the hands 
of offi'ce helpers Tuesday after-
noon. Addled, one of the girls 
put the letter in a nook reserved 
for communications to students. 
But Grace Kortum , an ex-News 
hand, rescued the precious mis-
sive postmarked from Evanston 
and placed it in the News· box. 
Yes, the letter was the ace of 
"The Last Trump's" Tuesday 
mail. 
You are invited to 
p-erpetuate 'wit of the 
week' as spoken hy 
Duey, to Sam Taylor: Did you Jane didn't sign up for eight o'clocks so 
Sheets this week? The laundry bill they might read the morning mail. 
Saturday-anticipation, 
Monday--consternation, 
Tuesday---cir~ulation, 
Wednesday- percolation, 
Thursday-evaporation, 
Turn down the glass, TO News!" 
Arise Miss Cottingham! 
Miss Cottingham (en ami) : 
"I propose a toast to Kappa D-elta 
Pi-
Drink to the man who wore the key-
The man who never made a C! 
We would gladly acknowledge his 
fame, 
If we would 
name." 
Arise Mr. Kelly! 
only 
Mr. Kelly (a la mode) : 
remember his 
"I propose this toast to a Brother 
Fidelis-
Just a Fidelis, but nobody's fool; 
If he had any money, he'd own the 
school!" 
Arise l\Ir. Harwood! 
Mr. Harwood (quieta non movere) : 
"To the brothers of Phi Sigma Ep-
silon-
One Fraternity, one Fidelis, one Un-
ion, 
Invisible, with liberty and justice for 
all!" 
Arise Miss Jackson! 
Miss J ackson (pollice verso): 
"To the League-
"Sisters, yes, in the Women's League 
Seventeen units and oh so big-
They'll lend you all- both ho.use and 
home, 
now; 
Here's to the lessons we didn't learn; 
The life of a teacher ain't worth a 
durn!" 
And last, but not least, Mr. Hendricks! 
Mr. Hendricks (de bonne grace) : 
"Et tu, Student Council; 
Then fall Eastern! 
"Gentleman and ladies, you h3.ve 
heard what you have heard tonight-
the like of which you may never hear 
again. If those of you who are in fa-
vor of peace, at any pric~, will just 
come forward-and those in their seat~ 
put the amount they are willing to 
pay on the cards that I shall presently 
pass among you, I shall immediately 
telegraph the expression of your opin-
ions to B~nito Mussolini at Rome and 
llaile Selassie at Addis Ababa! After 
the applause, the meeting stands ad·· 
journed. 
Here's to the new quarter-
The shining two bits-
the students or faculty in this. 
your column. 
Mary Rennels, E. S., and Mary 
Augusta Bratton a:re entitled to tick-
ets for picture showing at the Lincoln 
theatre; good only tnday and tomor-
row. Call at reception room before 
one o'clock today. 
Miss Winnie D·. Neely: "Freshmen, 
when writing your autobiographies 
don't get sentimental abou t -them and 
start with a sentence like this: 'One 
bright blue dawn the stork fluttered 
over a little home nestled among the 
hills, and left a bright blue-eyed boy,' 
because you can't fool me with any of 
that stuff." Submitted by Mary Ren-
nels. 
Jay B. MacGregor: "We do not in-
herit social attitudes; for instance, if 
you have a face that was lifted, your 
progeny may have a face it will take 
a derrick to lift." Submitted by E. S. 
Jay B. MacGr~or: "Mr. Lewis, 
(John) you are by far the most effec-
tive upright sleeper." Submitted by 
Mary Augusta Bratton. 
J. Glenn Ross: "You know how in-
animate a skeleton is. I would rather 
go to the Follies and see some meat 
on a skeleton." Submitted by Gene 
Lederer. 
went down. Now the postman comes at noon. 
Mr. Shiley announces that he will 
again valiantly attempt next summer 
to take his doctor's degree. We know 
how it is Mr. Shiley. We've been try-
ing valiantly to take Library 20 for 
four years. 
Dean Gray has digitalis (arithmetic 
disease) since getting his calculus 
grade. 
News Flashes 
The cold wave has brought about 
several lip mufflers, among which not 
the least, but almost the least, is F . L. 
A.'s. 
The Lewises, the K ellys and Duey 
A distinguished group met with 
Sigma Delta last night; among the 
guests were Minnie the Moocher, Abra-
ham Lincoln, Lydia Pinkham and 
Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
A Subject for 
Much Thought 
to the co'-lege student, is something 
to eat. If you think first of Wer-
den's Grocery you will m ake an A. 
WERDEN GROC .. 
South Side Square 
S C H E I D K ~ .E .R 
CLEANERS AND FURRIERS 
8th and Jackson St. 
Charleston Phone 234 
But with your dates you're on your 
own! " 
Arise Mr. Sp~nce! 
Mr. Spense (viet armis) : 
You never know what struck you 
Until after it hits!" Tailor· Made Suits I 
"Coming up, mah f-r-e-n-d-s - To 
Eastern-
Here's to the profs we didn't take, 
Here's to the girls we couldn't shake, · 
Here's to the things we didn't . do-
l can't name one, can you?" 
Arise Miss Walker! 
1\fu'.s Walker (par excellence) : 
"To old Practice Teaching-
Here's to two things you cannot bor-
row-
The lesson you teach today 
Read the Teachers College News! 
Positively the only newspaper in 
the country supporting the New 
Deal! 
Paul Blair, former News editor, 
says he isn't coming back to Eastern 
until he makes a million. Knowing 
Footsey as we do we're sure that 
when he gets that million, he'll make 
it two. 
And the lesson you teach tomorrow!" We've never seen Spence and Cooper 
step up, Mr. Henderson! when they were better than Friday 
Mr. Henderson (a couvert) : nite at Sigma Delta dance. 
"A toast for the Union; l --
It's too weak for solid food." We is all friends, isn't we? I sn't we? 
Pure Virgin Woolens 
as Low as 
Tax Paid 
also ... 
T OPCOATS, OVERCOATS, 
RAINCOATS and Trousers 
Perfect Fit and Complete 
SATISF.A!CTION GUARANTEED 
JOE HENDERSON 
Located 1st House North of 
Kracker Box 
Gifts ••• • 
FROM A WOMEN'S STORE 
Are Sure to Please Arise, Mr. Elam! We say, isn't we? 
Mr. Elam (rara avis): I Signed: Orlando P. Poker Face. 1 ----------------
"Drink to classes, but drink ~fore 25 $2 00 will buy Handkerchiefs, Gloves, J ewelry, C to · • Sweaters, Compacts, Blouses, Lingerie, 
Hosiery, Scarfs, Bags f()r general wear or evening, Smocks, 
Hous·e Frocks. 
going 
If our profs don't know it, it ain't 
worth knowing!" 
Arise, Anonymo\18! 
Anonymous (coup de main) : 
"Here's to the ciitic and her tech-
nique-
A thing about which we had better 
not speak!" 
Arise, Mr. Austin! 
Mr. Austin (cherchez la femme): 
"A toast to the joys of education 
(From Sept. till June is one vaca-
tion); 
Drink to each textbook, and paper, 
and pen-
And then start drinking 
again!" 
Bow, Mr. Wilson! 
Mr. Wilson (en suite) : 
a ll over 
"Here's to the lessons that wrinkled 
our brow; 
Here's to the lessons forgotten by 
Newest ... Brightest ... Smartest 
Expressing the luxurious feeling of 
this winter season, our hats are a ''real 
find.'' In glowing jewel shades to har-
monize with every smart costume. 
Speaking of costumes, we are offeriJ!g 
exciting values in hats, dresses and 
hosiery. Come in and see for your-
self. Ask about our club offer in 
Berkshire hosiery. 
·,, 
•. 
WILSON'S READY-TO-WEAR 
704 JACKSON ST. 
From $2.00 up to$12.95 
Robes, Lounging Pajamas, Knit Suits, Dresses, 
Lingerie 
NEW FORMALS and 1936 FROCKS ARE 
HERE FOR HOLIDAY FESTIVITIES 
A Deposit Will Hold Purchase 
DRESS-WELL SHOPS 
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Important Date In History 
THE CHARI.ESTON DAILY CoURm~ 
OL. ~I 
D£01CA liON OF 
EASTERN ILLINOIS STAT£ 
NORMAL SCHOO._, ... :;;..:..-..... ~·";.·;;;;; 
'99 Issue of Charleston Courier Notes 
lntportant Figures of Earliest Period 
Pictures, Sketches of John P. Altgeld, Trustees, 
Faculty and Speakers Are Featured · 
With the aid of a magnifying glass and some 
degree of patience, you may read the complete 
details of Eastern's establ'ishment, as repro-
duced in an 1893 issue of the Courier. As it is, 
'Building !\'lagnifique' 
According to the architect's plan.:; 
drawn up when the establishment of 
Eastern was approved in 1895, the mai~1 
building was to have such proportions as 
these: It was to cover an area of 41,808 
square feet, or nearly one acre, with a 
grand floor footage of 125,424 square 
feet, an area Qual to nearly three acres. 
At the tune it was built, there was no 
other building in this section of the stat.r-
that approached its size. 
The average depth of the foundation 
1s five feet, at wltich depth a heavy la.yu 
of crushed stone and cement was laicl. 
The walls are 22 inches thick. 
you'll find no trouble in reading the headline, 
Dedication of Eastern Illinois State Normal 
School. However, practically all the front page 
is devoted to a description of the st.ruggle to 
gain sanction for another normal school, and 
then to convince state education trustees that 
Charleston was the logical site for Eastern Illi-
nois State Normal School. Elsewhere on this 
page, we present the details of that early his-
tory. 
Pictur Are Prominently Displayed 
You will note that pictures are prominently 
displayed on these two page reproductions. 
They represent men and women who were of 
vital importance to Eastern's founding and 'in-
ception. 
Among those important individuals, the fol-
lowing are shown : 
John R . Tanner, Governor of the State of 
Illinois at the time Eastern was dedicated. 
Tanner was present for the dedication cere-
monies and delivered a speech. Ex-Governor 
John P. Altgeld, under whose admin'istration 
the school was established. Altgeld is regarded 
as the greatest governor Illinois has ever had 
in its long history. He was the first to attach 
paramount importance to education. Therefore, 
been connected with the school, owe much to 
Altgeld; 
Board of Trustees of Eastern State Normal, 
composed of H. A. Neal, secretary; L. P. Wolf. 
W. H. Hainline, A. H. Jones, president; Alfred 
.Bayliss, F. M. Youngblood, and G. H .. Jeffries. 
It was Jeffries who negotiated w'ith the state 
board and convinced them that Charleston de-
sernd the normal school. He sent the me3Sage. 
which reached Charleston at 3:14p.m. on Sep-
tember 7, 1895, and changed the whole destin~· 
of Charleston and Eastern Illinois. 
Parade Scene IPrcvides 'Hot' Shot 
A scene of the parade down Sixth street. on 
the day of dedication is pictured. It shows 
peop1e perched on the roofs of business houses, 
streets lined with delegates from numerous 
cities in Eastern Ill'inois, and the "parade of 
roses." Two orators of the day of dedication--
Dr. Richard Edwards, and Rev. H. C. Gibbs, 
both of Charleston- are pictured. 
Beyond recognition is a pictul'e of the first 
Eastern State faculty. Included were Otis W. 
Caldwell, J. Paul Goode, President Livingston 
C. Lord, F. G. Blair, E. H. Taylor, and May 
:3locum- all important names 'in the history of 
our college. Friederich Koch of the music de-
partment was also on that first faculty, but hi.s 
picture was not included in the panel show11. 
Mr. Taylor and Mr. Koch are the only mem-
bers of that first staff who remain at Easter1~ 
today. 
Eastern paid respect to Founder's Day hst 
spring with a special chapel program at which 
speakers told of interesting Eastern scenes. 
Anniversary Looms 
Next May 27, Eastern will observe an-
0ther anniversary. It will be the fortieth 
anniversary of the day that the corner 
:o.tone was la'id at Eastern. Fifteen thou-
sand people from all sections of the state 
were in Charleston for the occasion. A 
. gathering storm did not deter the cere-
monies, which opened at 3:30 p. m. A 
pageant was given at the conclusion of 
the exercises. 
Eastern officials are planning a pro-
g1'am next spring in honor of this day, 
forty years ago. 
• • • . Year of Organization 
. Eastern State Authorized 40 Years Ago 
Details of Bitter Contest Between Several Cities of 
Eastern Illinois elated in Courier 
State House, Springfield, September 7. 
To the People of Charleston: 
Charleston wins on the twelfth ballot. Hard 
fought battle. Be home tonight. 
GEORGE H. JEFFRIES. 
That cryptic telegram tells a tale that has 
since put 40 years of time behind it. For it 
was in 1895 that the state trustees, meeting in 
Springfield on Sept. 7, granted Charleston 
Eastern Illinois State Teachers college. A great 
deal more than the mere authorization of an-
other state college was wrapped up in the story. 
The tale of spirited confticts between fast-
growing towns in the state for every factor 
that might add to their progress is a vital part 
of the Jeffries message. It was only after mnny 
months of bickering and maneuvering that 
Charleston won the college from such cities as 
Mattoon, Paris, Danville, Shelbyville, Effing-
ham, Olney, Oakland, Kansas, Lawrenceville, 
Palest'ine, Tuscola, and Pana. 
Ccmplete Story Told in Old Issue 
The complete story of these pione~ring days 
in Illinois is told in the issue of the Charleston 
Daily Courier, reproduced in miniature on this 
page. Pages one and two of the August 31, 1899, 
issue are shown here. Both are devoted to a 
detailed account of Eastern's authorization, 
construction, and dedication. Another page, 
not shown here, was also given over to accounts 
of the various events. 
Quoting from page one, we learn: 
" ... The need for two additional Normal 
echocls was rapidly becoming apparent, and 
the question began to be agitated to some ex-
tent. 
"Finally, the subject of new Normals was 
brought up at a meeting of the Illinois Stat:· 
Teachers association in 1892 ... Again, in 1893, 
at the next meeting of this body of noble work-
ers, was the matter discussed. In 1894, when 
the teashers were again assembled .... a reso-
lution was passed for each county superin-
tendent to appoint a committee of three to agi-
tate the qustion of more Normal schools." 
Committees Submit Findings 
J. L. Whisnand (deceased, 1933) appo'inted 
three local educators. 
Tbe various committees sent the results of 
their findings to State Senator I. B. Craig "who, 
on Feb. 7, 1895, introduced a bill before the 
Sr:nate for the establishment and maintenance 
of an Eastern Illinois State Normal school. On 
the same day, Rep. Wallace, of Humboldt, in-
........ , ... ~,. 
_..... ............. .. 
o-~ ......... w. ._, .. ,.,. 
. ..._.._ ..... ~~. 
...... "H. .............. .. .. _............... _,. 
~,_ .. ~ .. ..-.~~ 
~ . ........ a.-. ..... .._, 
__ _.w_. __ _ 
-------~ .. ~~~. ..... ~ 
.. _..., 
=.'::...-:. ::-.:.-· 0. " · 
" 
traduced ihe bill before the Lower House." Two 
months after introduction, the bill passed the 
Senate. 
"On May 15, '95, both Normal bills passed the 
House .... On May 29, Governor Altgeld named 
commissioners to decide on the location. 
Contest Between Cities Opens 
"The school was for the benefit of Eastern 
Illinois ... and that naturaly made it a bid· 
dmg contest. Charleston entered." 
Meetings of a local business club were held 
regularly, and their activity became the chief 
item of news. 
"Meanwhile, other cities were taking up the 
fight and it began to get exceedingly interest-
ing and was the all-absorbing topic in the dis-
trict, and one of the most talked of in the 
state ... . " 
Charleston began to entertain (apple polish?) 
the state trustees, with results that are some-
what clearly illustrated in that telegram quoted 
at the lead of this account. 
A wild celebration occurred in Charleston 
shortly after that message was "received, by 
all well regulated clocks, at 3: 14 p. m." 
·'People flocked to the square by hundreds 
and gave vent to their enthusiasm in the wild-
est demonstration of joy. From 3:15 (fast a!'-
scmbling) till m'idnight the jubilee continued 
unabated. Such a scene of rejoicing was never 
before seen in this part of the state, and never 
has been since. The news spread faster Lhan 
can be imagined; bells were rung, whistles 
shrieked and every imaginable noise-making 
contrivance was used to add its quota to th3 
din." 
Charleston's Chances Imperiled 
That rejoicing was almost turned to sorrcw 
by an incident that occurred some weeks later. 
MatJ.,oon, picqued at the trustees' snub, insti-
gated a suit involving quo warranto proceed-
ings. Mattoon questioned the right of one man 
to vote in the location contest. 
Charlestonians were doubtless extremely 
happy, however, 40 years ago on this day, De-
cember 10; the court had just ruled in favor 
of Charleston. 
In the generous journalism of 1895, the 
Courier sJ:ows that 1895 was a memorable year 
in the history of this city; 40 years later on 
the anniversary of the month that it became 
certain Charleston was to be the site of Eastern 
State, we feel it is fitting that some tribute i& 
paid the times and leaders that fostered the 
college.-The Editors. 
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Miriam Winslow Praises Fred Astaire; 
She Never Heard of Veloz or Yolanda 
· ------------------------------
Dancer Attributes Present Stand-
ing to Comprehensive Study, 
Long Practice and Natural 
Fei!ling for Rhythm. 
In Faculty Play Cast 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Physical Ed, Library 
Exemptions Released 
Students excused from Library for 
the Winter quarter, 1935-36 are: 
Jack Austin, deferred until spring 
term because of five subjects; Charles 
Bellis, excused by Mr. Heller's permis-
sion; Merle Biggs, has A. B. degree; 
TC High Queen, 
King Are Chosen 
Teachers College high school ob-
served its annual Stunt Night in the 
college auditorium Wednesday nighL. 
The program was divided into three 
parts: 
Lee Roy Browne, excused until sum- Coronation of TO's king and queen; 
By John Farrar. mer because of work; George B. Cor- ceremony participants-Donald Roths-
As the curtain rang down on the last telyou, deferred until spring due to child; heralds- Sandra and Sonny 
number in Miriam Winslow's dance work; Roger Cullison, deferred to Davis ; cro~ bearers- Mary and Mar-
repertoire, given here Tuesday night, spring term, due to conflict; Earl Crab- tha Brooks, King of TC - Dale 
we disengaged ourselves from the du- I tree, deferred, due to Botany conflict; Vaughn; Q~een of TO-Helen Mc!n-
tiful Charles Meyer with the vain Leah Daugherty conflict in classes in I tyre; courtiers-Claude Durgee, a.nd 
boast that "we are getting an inter- afternooon. ' C~arles Crites; ladies of t~e court-
. Nma Mae Tefft, Margaret Highland. view with Miss Winslow." Forgive us; Glenn Davis, deferred until fall due 
the boast was true. to laboratory conflict; John S. Day-
Stockingless, and attired in a none- ton, deferred until spring on account 
too-becoming black dressing gown, of work; Dorothy Gillins, deferred to 
black slippers, and still wearing the spring due to conflict; Lucile Grant, 
superfluous makeup that adorned her Miss Beth M. Kassabaum, who p~ays deferred to spring; Robert H. Holmes, 
Various classes and clubs presented 
stunts in honor of the coronation. 
To conclude the evening, a reception 
was given in honor of the King and 
Queen, their attendants, and mem-
bers of the TC faculty. 
.Page Seven 
Health Safeguards 
Promoted by Nurse 
Miss Mary Thompson, school nurse, 
has this year inaugurated a plan to 
further safeguard the health of the 
student body. 
All food handlers for Pemberton 
Hall and Panther Lair were given phy-
sical examinations at the beginning of 
the Fall term. At that time they were 
immunized against typhoid fever, and 
blood tests were taken for examination 
by the State Health department in 
Springfield. Throat cultures were 
taken to find out if there were any 
diphtheria carriers among the food 
handlers and students serving in the 
dining rooms of the Hall and the Lair. 
These tests were negative. 
Miss Thompson adds, "This is a very 
commendable procedure, and we hope 
to carry out this program each year." 
---EISTc---countenance during the various dance the part of Amy Lawrence in the fac .. deferred until fall, due to work; Jan-
numbers, Miriam Winslow conducted ulty play, "Big Hearted Herbert," to ice Hurtz, deferred until spring, due 
us to the site of our interview, the be presented Thursday and Friday to conflict; Karl Kline, works at Lair, 
---EisTc Remember your friends with flowers. 
fifth step on the stairs to the stage. NYA; Donald Leek, deferred until 
ELEANOR REIDELL WINS They say it best-Lee's Flower Shop, 
There was a slight pause as she lit Dollars Do .Marathon spring on account of work. 
MEDICAL SCHOOL POST 413 Seventh street. Phone 39. 
a cigarette and faced us, calm, com- Ivan Liddle, deferred to spring, due Eleanor Reidell of Mattoon, former 
posed, and ready for the interview. For DuPont Company to conflict; Matilda Park, due to con- studen~ of Easterr: St~te who is .no:w 
In true professional spirit she assur- fl' t . hedule· Myron Tedrick de- lattendmg the Umver&Ity of Illmms (c t . ue_. from Page 4) Ic m sc ' ' c 11 f M d' · · Ch' h ed us that if the stage had been: larg- on m u ferred until fall on account of work; o ege o e 1cme m Icago, as 
er, and not so slick, the dance would Ernest Thompson, due to conflict in been elected secretary of the freshman 
have been much better. Miss Winslow the Du Pants today have expanded Botany; Ruby Thompson, deferred to class. 
is proud of the career she has select- their interests to include some 11,000 spring, due to conflict; John TUrney, =============== 
ed and her every energy is directed at products. Cellophane, rayon, anti- due to go to Mattoon with car load of 
a better, more complete conception of , knock gasoline, a comprehensive line Mattoon people; Gale Leroy Wesley, 
the dance. She believes that "long I of motor cars, imitation leather - all due to conflict with Botany; Jack 
comprehensive study and practice 
1 
these and hundreds of other. lesser Maurice wood, deferred until spring, 
coupled with a natural feeling for rhy- products have been added to the Du due to work; Elmer Haire, deferred 
thm has carried her to the pinnacle I Pont menu. Today the Du Pont chief- until spring, due to conflict in classes. 
Which she and her troupe have attain- tains are the political dictators of Del-
ed." . . I aware, they contra~ General ~otors, Those exempt from physical educa-
When asked her opm10n of Veloz I operate 80 industnal plants m 30 t ' th· .. t . 
and ~olanda (advertised as the world's states, ar~ a boon to the society eds, I I:de;; ~~h~r~eferred until spring 
premier dance team) she appeared puz- I and not mfrequently place thumb to t d t k E th M ·n En 
· k . . erm ue o wor · s er axi e -zled and made the startlmg remar nose when CongressiOnal committees 
1 
' fl' t til i936 0 F r r that she had never heard of them. Olf become troublesome. g e, cont lC un t ti ; eflo~gte Roa bra t' 
th h dl' F d A t ire how due to ranspor a on con IC ; er ano er ea mer, re s a ' . . - Prosperity has been a pretty con- Finley, deferred until spring term due 
ever, she was profuse and enthusiastiC ' stant companion to the Du Pants. fl ' t · h d 1 · 01'1' Fulk d -
· · f h ' d · g According to con IC In sc e u e, Ie , e In praise or lS ancm · Eight years after the original Irenee til · d t k 
to her "Astaire has injected art into . ferred un sprmg, ue o wor · 
. ' . h ' h · b' t· f opened up shop m 1804, the war of Karl Kline deferred until spring due 
his dancmg w lC Is. a com ma Ion ° 1812 brought the dollars dancing in. to work at Lair and NYA· Matilda 
tap and ball.ethtdanc1
1
1ngb." d f th Trappers and hunters needed enorm- Park due to conflict in sch;dule· Jos-Eastern mig we e prou o e 1· f 'fl · th ' ' 
fall, due to repetition; Virginia Wil-
liams, zoology laboratory all year, de-
ferred until winter, 1936; Harold Youn-
ger, deferred until spring term, due to 
work. 
Grocery- Market 
PHONE 71 
Delivery Service 
---EIST·c----
Patronize our News advertisers! 
Christmas Special 
Cash and Carry 
40c 
For the Highest Grade of Cleaning 
Available in Charle ton 
ONE HOUR SERVICE IF 
NECES ARY 
MONTGOMERY 
CLEANERS 
. . w · 1 d d th ous supp Ies o n e powder durmg e ephine Thomas deferred to spring or p:aise Miss Ins ow acc.or e e au- period to the Civil War, at which time ' 
d1en?e when she ?es~nbed them .as profits took a merry leap upwards. =============== 
cordial and ent.husms~lC: She part~c- Westward expansion following the Civ- rayon goods virtually booming, and 
ularly noted therr partiality toward d1f- il War found railway and mining com- with Mars setting the scenes for an-
ferent n~mbers and. seemed pleased panies demanding great supplies of other gunpowder tea-party in Europe 
LINCOLN INN-- EASTERN'S CHOICE 
wit~ theul·l conducdt. m gene.rtah.I. thcomt- gunpowder. An occasional foreign war and Africa, it appears that the dance 
panng co ege au Iences w1 ea er ff d d .. th d ll d · f th D p t 
. M' w· 1 . d th' a or e some extra spenamg money. e o ars are omg or e u on s audiences Iss ms ow vmce 15 D · th w ld w D p t t is undoubtedly a marathon. 
HOME STYLE COOKING 
SERVICE WITH A 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
SMILE 
opinion : "In general, college audiences t :rmg. eth or dar u on wen 
are more responsive, alert and show 0 own m ~ gran mann~r. Four- First Door East of Campus-PHONE 73 D. T. Freeland . I 
. t t th th th te d' teen square m1les of factones were STUDENTS 
more 111 eres an e ea r au I- constructed, capital in the business ---
ence comp~ed of persons who attend ·urn ed from $83 000 000 to $308 000 000 
for entertainment only." J P . ' ' '. • , • 
,. ,.;rr w· 1 , d 1. htful t and, accordmg to John K. Wmkler s 
1
. 
Your Patronage Will Be 
Appreciated 
!YJ.J.<><l Ins ow s e 1,g eas ern ac- t b k Th D p t D t " t 
. . recen oo e u on ynas y, ne 
cent wh1ch charactenzed her speech f't f th f 1915 ,18 · 
Complete Greasing Service 
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS was of constant/ interest to us as our pro _1 s, or e our years - , m-
. . d t 1 Sh d'd t clus1ve, after numerous deductions for mterview rew 0 a. c ose. e I no depreciation and other bookkeeping 
hasten. the .conclusi~n of our pleasant devices, were $237 000,000." NEWELL'S 
FILLING STATION discusswn; mstead, 1t seemed she pro- ' 
longed it. In final tribute to Miriam With the trend to "cellophane-wrap- at Tenth and Lincoln 
Winslow, a pioneer in her field of art, ped" products still going strong, with •----------------.J 
we would like to say, she is a real, 
genuine personality. 
---F.ISTC---
Scout Troop Planned 
For Training School 
A training school boy scout troop is 
to be organized following the Christmas 
holidays, according to Walter W. Cook, 
teacher training director. 
Verne H. Barnes, Eastern graduate 
of Charleston, will serve as scout 
master. He will be assisted by John 
Dempster and Char:es Fiscus, college 
freshmen. 
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE 
PHONE 531 
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
DAILY 
The 
CASH 
GROCERY 
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE 
CAMPUS ON SIXTH ST. 
1Large Assortment of Candy Bars 
l -Ib. pkg. Early Dinner Cocoa .... lOc 
Fresh Rolls ~very l\lorning 
Monarch C ft' Ib o ee, . ... , .. , .. ... ........ 29c 
• Open 9:30 Evenings 
Utterback's Business College 
MATTOON, ILLINOIS 
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses 
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School. 
Tuition Reasollalble 
TELEPHONE BLDG. PHONE 248 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You '11 be surprised a t the large stocks and the quality we 
h ave. Every item of hig h grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALEXANDER'S 
USOL • • 0 • • Creosote Oil 
Doubles the Life 
of Wood 
PHONE 85 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
Oulslanding Values 
••• And a clever choice ···==:=:::::::=:::=::::::= :=:=:· 
••• for she would like 
nothing better than 
these beautiful slip-
pers of rich velvet .•• 
soft-soled, in Shuffler 
or D'Orsay style! Trim-
med with soft Sherline 
colors ••• Black, blue, 
peach, and scarlet. 
• 1n 
s 
29 
A&G SHOE MART 
.. "Footwear for Every Walk of Life" 
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Panthers Whip Sparks, 43-22; Bow to Sycamores, 60-39 
Scoring Spree Led B~ird:s T~aD? Places C .fF.rst In District 
By Shaw, urry Word has just been received 
Each Garners 17 Points; Rand, 
Jester of Business Colleg·e 
Quintet Are Checked. 
Flashing a diversified attack that be-
wildered Sparks Business college 
throughout, Eastern State's Panthers 
opened their 1935-36 basketball season 
with a 43-22 vrctory here Tuesday 
night. Joe Curry and Chotcy Shaw 
shared scoring honors, each garnering 
17 points. Holmes and Tedrick p~ayed 
outstanding games. 
Not as strong as heralded in advance 
notices, the business college five trail-~ 
ed from the beginning. Rolla Rand 
and Wilbia Jester, two former Eastern 
State stars, were held in check I 
throughout. 
Shaw opened the scoring in the 
f~st half minute of play with a field 
goal. Tedrick, Shaw again, and Curry 
scored from the fie~d once each, before 
Sparks entered the scoring column. 
Rand chalked up the initial point for I 
Sparks with a free throw. Bube scored 
a field goal, the only other points made 
by the Shelbyville team in the first 
half. Shaw led the scoring for East-
ern in the first half with five baskets 
and a free throw. Curry connected 
for three fielders and Brown and Ted-
rick snared one each. EI led at ha~f 
time, 19-3. 
Tedrick opened the second half with 
two free throws. C. Garver countered 
with a field goal. Curry added inter-
est and points when he made a free 
throw and three field goals in rapld 
succession. Banning scored his first 
fielder, and Rand intercepted a pass 
under his own goal line and dribbled 
the length of the floor for a basket. 
Bube scored another for Sparks, but 
Shaw retaliated with a neat basket. 
Charleston took time out, and Si Perk-
ins took time in for h is "Sis Boom" 
yell. 
---EISTC;---
Grid Season Ends; 
Nobody Regrets It 
Eastern State closed its dismal grid 
season of 1935 by losing to an inspired 
DeKalb eleven at DeKalb on Novem-
ber 20 by a 49-0 score. Led by the 
elusive Reino Nori, who chalked up 
five touchdowns and points after, the 
Northerners cl1maxed a brilliant sea-
son at the expense of a team which 
experienced contrasting fortune. 
The Panthers copped only one game 
this season, downing Oakland City on 
the home field in their first test of 
the campaign. Seven defeats followed 
the momentary stimulant. The locals 
scored only one touchdown in con-
ference play and suffered 104 points to 
be scored against them. 
Highlights of the season were: 
Most inspired piece of play: The 
last period of that Carbondale game 
on Schahrer Field when Eastern stag-
ed a brilliant rally. Unitis and a pair 
of linesmen, Paul Swickard and George 
Adams led the attack. 
Mot Dismal failw·e: That DeKalb 
fiasco, when the locals 'never had a 
chance.' 
Player other teams praised highest: 
Ed Unitis, quarterback. 
Most con istent p layer: Paul Klink, 
regular guard. 
He Who Tried Hardest: John 
Ritchie, co-captain and full back. 
Mo t under-rated player: Tobe 
Scott, who played at guard. 
trongest opponent: Was it Indiana 
State, lllinois. or DeKalb? 
---EISTC---
NET MANAGER NAMED 
Delbert Harms has been chosen to 
serve as manager of the 1935-36 bas-
ketball team, according to an an-I 
nouncement by Coach Angus. Harms 
is a transfer from McKendree where 
he starred in football and basketball 
last season. 
---EiaT·c---
Order your flowers by telephone. Call 
39. Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh 
street. 
from Harlan Baird '32, who is 
teaching industrial arts and: 
coaching in the Alexander Gra-
ham jun~or high school at Char-
lotte, North Carolina, that his 
football team has won the dis-
trict championship. 
This is Baird's flrst year in 
Charlotte, a city of about 90,000 
people, and is also his first fling 
at coaching. He is a son of 
Newt Baird, member of the 
janitorial force at Eastern. 
Another Eastern grad and 
former Charlestonian, Granville 
Hampton, is director of athletics 
in the same school in which 
Mr. Baird coa,ches. A Char-
lotte newspaper devoted about 
90 square inches of space re-
cent'y to praising the work of 
these two young men. 
News Service Names 
All-Star Loop T earn 
D eKalb, McKendree and Monmouth 
each placed two men on the Interna- l 
tonal News Service's HAC all-star 
eleven, while Millikin, Augustana, Illi-
nois college, Carbondale and Illino'ic; 
Wesleyan were accorded one position 
each. Paul Swickard, center and co-
captain of the 1935 Panther team, was 
:5iven honorable mention recognition. 
Augustana, Knox and State Normal 
each gained two positions on the sec-
ond all-star team. 
The first all-conference team ln·· 
eluded: Giraitis (Milrikin) and Barnes 
(Monmouth)--ends; Blackburn (Mc-
Kendree) and Morawski (Carbondale) 
- tackles; [ta.rson (Augustant) and 
Kansas King Pins 
Four Southwestern Regulars 
Are All-around Stars 
The following modest recommen-
dations have emanated from the 
athletic offices of Southwestern 
college, Winfield, Kansas, which 
w~ll send its cage team against East-
ern here n ext Monday night. 
Pictured above is Gerald Caywood, 
center; height, 6 feet 2 inches; 
weight 180 lbs.; playing fourth 
year; was named a forward on the 
all-Kansas team last year; is sel-
dom outjumped. 
At the left is John Yergl-er, guard; 
h eight 6 ft., weight 180 lbs.; play-
ing fourth year; most rugged play-
-er on the squad. 
E3.rl Bryan, co-captain, is shown 
at the right; forward, height 5 ft. 
9 in., weight 165 lbs.; playing fourth 
year; most consistent man on the 
team. 
Pictured below is William Porter, 
co-captain, guard; playing his third 
year; Porter is a clever guard, fast 
aggressive; strong on his floor play. 
Pete Barrick Stars 
For Station Eleven 
Munger <Illinois College) - guards; J Paul (Pete) Barrick '34, former 
Howard (DeKalb) - center; Benson 
(Illinois wesleyan)-quarterback; Wil- star football player for Eastern, is 
son (McKendree) and Nori (DeKalb) . prolonging his grid glor:es at the 
- halfbacks; and Whelan (Monmouth) Pensacola Naval Air Station, accord-
- fullback. ing to late newspaper reports. Bar-
---EisTc rick is playing end for the Station 
Diamond Rings - .Yellow gold or team, which has not lost a game this 
white gold mountings-specially priced season. He was one of the leaders on 
now from $7.50 up. C. P . Coon, 408 attack when the airmen whipped the 
Sixth St. Quantico Marines recently, 46-25. The 
---EosTc P ensacola Journal praises Barrick 
When planning your purchases, highly for his offensive work, partie-
read the News ads for guidance. ularly as a· pass receiver. 
SPECIAL! SPECIAL! 
Any Plain Garment 60c 
Call and Deliver-75c 
Charleston Cleaners and Dyers 
ALTERATIONS Phone 404-610 Sixth ' REPAIRIN G-
C. P. Lantz Nominates 
Big Ten All-Star 
C. P. Lantz, in his twenty-
fifth year as a member of the 
Eastern State coaching depart-
ment, and an ardent follower of 
national sports, has selected an 
all-star Big Ten conference team 
which he thinks is-well, pretty 
hard to beat. He names four 
Minnesota players to his all-star 
eleven, chosen just after the sea-
son closed. 
H ere's his 'unbeatab:e 11': 
Wendt, Ohio State, left end; 
Widseth, Minnesota, left tackle; 
Oech, Minnesota, left guard ; 
Jones, Ohio State, center; Gry-
boski:, Illinois, right guard; 
Smith, Minnesota, right tackle; 
Longfellow, Northwestern, right 
end; Pincura, Ohio State, 
quarterback; Berwanger, Chicago. 
left half; Crayne, Iowa, right 
half; Beise, Minnesota, full back. 
I Powerful Indiana 
Team Runs Wild 
.Burton Scores 19 points as E ntire 
State Squad Joins in Building 
M argin. 
Indiana State's powerful basketball 
I quint smothered the Panthers here Saturday night by a 60-39 score. Us-
1 
ing superior height, weight and ex-
p3rience to advantage, the Sycamores 
I gave fans and the Panthers a notable exhibition of sterling basketball play. 
They zipped passes with such accuracy 
and speed that it was futile t o follow 
them; they shot with such accuracy 
. when the occasion demanded that 
some brilliant basket work from afield 
by the locals went unheeded; and they 
I 
displayed such a concerted defense 
that most of Eastern's offense was 
confined to long-range shooting at-
tempts. 
With Burton, sharp-shooting guard, 
hitting for a high percentage, and 
Eastabrook and Miklozek scoring with 
r egularity, Indiana led throughout, 
gaining momentum as the game pro-
gre.::sed. Burton scored 19 points, 
Miklozek connected for 14 and Easta-
brcok had an eleven point total. Curry 
led Eastern with 15 points. 
Eastern's downfall is partly account-
ed by the fact that excessive personal 
fouling ejected one star early in the 
game and caused three others to play 
cau tiously. Shaw was assessed his 
fourth personal just before the first 
half ended, Tedrick left the game mid-
way in the second period, and Curry 
played through most of the game with 
three personals. Carlock, Shaw's suc-
cessor, was also removed on personals, 
and Lathrop, another sub, accumulated 
three fouls. In all, 24 personals were 
caEed on the P anthers; Indiana was 
assessed 16 fouls. 
Indiana held only a 27-21 half lead, 
but had the Easterners so thoroughly 
'vYorn down at that stage that it was 
' an easy matter to hoist the score to 
its final standing. Burton's four field-
ers and two free throws providing the 
big margin for Indiana in the first 
period. Shaw's three field goals paced 
EI during that time. 
Wally Marks, Indiana State coach 
did not accompany the team, illness of 
his wife forcing him to remain at 
home. 
---EIST·c----
W AA Bowlers Will 
Compete in League 
True head -liners in the history of 
The W AA Bowling Club has been state col!ege education are these: 
August ana college was founded at Pax-
discontinued during the winter term ton, lll., and was moved to Rock Island 
but several of the girls have gone to- in 1874. Jubelee college, the oldest in 
gether and formed a team with the 
Ladies Bowling League. They are be-
ing sponsored by the Charleston Beau-
! ty Shop. The results of the second 
round shows that they are tied for 
first with the Hall and Hill Garage 
team. The members of the team are 
Captain, Helen Carver, Lucille Abbee, 
Virginia Cayez, and Grace Scheibal. 
Games are held every other Wednes-
day evening. The college faculty wo-
men also have a team in the tourna-
ment. They are sponsored by Dari-
gan's Grocery store. The members of 
the team are : captain, Miss Emily 
Baker; Miss Bernice Bankson , Miss 
Lucile Crosby, Mi:ss Nannilee Saunders. 1 
the state, was founded in 1839 and is 
now the site of a state park, located 12 
miles west of Peoria. A ugustana has 
survived and grown; Jubelee has long 
since ceased to exist. 
It Pays to Look Well 
A 'good hair cut just doesn't happen 
-it is the resuit of long experience 
and careful attention. You can get 
that kind of service at the 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
Southwest Corner of Square 
·------------------------------· 
The ALGONQUIN .. •• 
A REAL COLLEGE 
MAN'S SHOE 
Priced at Only 
RYAN SHOE STORE 
EAST SIDE SQUARE 
~' Proved By the Past-Improved for the Future'' If It's Less Than an Eight, It's Out of Date 
-
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
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W. S. Angus Says Olympics Should 
Be Divorced from Political Intrigues 
I +·-·-··-·-··-··-~~-·-·-··-~~-·-·+ I Basketball Teams from Three States 
PANTHERGRAMS To Play Panthers Here in Five Days 
- B11 SlR LANTZELOT-
(Continued 'from Page 4) High. Scoring Kansan +·- ·..-·--·--··- ··- ·- ··- ·11-11- 11-ll- ·+ 
In keeping with the holiday spirit, 
Eastern State's Panther netmen will 
provide local fans with a varied assort-
that the trouble arises from the "po · 
l'itical stew" of a country that is out 
of step with the rest of the world. The 
Olympics are concerned only with ath-
letic exhibitions and not with any po-
litical rules, policies, or religious 
squabbles. 
Contributed Jb.y Charles Austin 
Reino N ori, star DeKalb quarter-
back, ended the season in a. blaze 
of glory by scoring thirty-five 
}loints against Eastern. This per-
formance clinched for him the 
IIAC individual scoring honors. 
He was also the second leading 
ooorer in the United States with 
a totaJ of 101 points in nine games. 
Coach Angus says: "Just think, 
and we m31de him." 
! 
ment of basketball attractions within 
the next week. Three games with top-
rank opponents are scheduled within 
the next six days. 
the Southwesterners have a team that 
deserves all respect any Illinois team 
can summon. They have ten veterans 
and the first five is intact from last 
year's play. The Builders tied for the 
Central title in 1934-35. 
First on the schedule is Shurtleff, Southwestern's first five lines up in 
slated to appear Thursday night on this fashion: Urban and Bryan, for-
the local floor. This will mark East - waTds; Caywood, center; Porter and 
ern's initiation to conference compe- l Yergler, guards .. Urba~ led the Cen-
tition. On Saturday night the Pan- t ral conference m scormg last season. 
thers will play Indiana Central Nor- I Caywood was named a forward on the 
mal. That game will also be played all-Kansas team last year. Bryan and 
here. The Hoosiers have the usual Urban played all through their high 
"Any nation, it is presumed, has the 
right to accept or reject those it de· 
sires to give the right of citizenship 
and with this question the Olympics 
is not concerned. Let the nations of 
the Old World handle their own af-
fairs and dictate to their own as they 
plea~e. But let us in the United States 
go along in the spirit of the Olympic 
ideals and send a team to the 1936 
Olympic games. 
The Angus "hardwood m en" now 
1 
strong entry and will be out to pro- school days together and have been 
have a record of one up. They have long its success which was started on regulars on the Southwestern team. 
won from Sparks ~usiness college and .
1 
the gridiron this fall. Bryan and Porter are co-captains. 
have lost to what IS probably the best AU-star attraction of the Panther 
Joe Urban, outstanding star of the 
Derserve Fair Treatment southwestern co1lege (Kansas) team 
"Just so long as no attempt is made which comes here next Monday night, 
to interfere in the selection of mem- led his conference in scoring last year. 
bers of the Olympic team in this coun- ~ 
try by any outside force, we are justi- • 
fled in sending a team to the games \ Meet S;.tes Chosen 
team they will meet t.his season. T~eir card is scheduled for Monday night. 
next game and the first of the Little · On that occasion the Southwestern 
Nineteen foes, will be with Shur.tleff !.college (Winfield, Kansas) basket ball 
on the local cour~ Thursday mght, I forces will appear here. The Builders 
Sparks defeated this team by a 27-18 1 have one of the strong.est t eams in the 
score recently, and from all indications Central Conference, a league of pro-
the Panthers will be primed for. ~ fly- lportions and importance similar to our 
in,g start in conference compet1twn. 1 own Little Nineteen. 
W-e Fix' em 
at Berlin. If, however, outside forces A Ch" S • 
attempt to dictate, then are we withiu 1 t lCa.go eSSIOn 
our rights to call to task the inter·· --
fer'ing parties or party. Election of officers and assignments 
"The world at the present is in a of sites and dates for minor sports 
sad pollical and economic squall, and meets comprised the chief activities 
it is time that some phase of civilized of the annual winter meeting of IIAO 
behavior and activity such as the which was held in Chicago Friday. 
Olympics be left untouched by all the Charles P. Lantz and ·paul W. Sloan 
smut that, now prevails. Let the one of the faculty represented Eastern at 
shining fight, "sports," remain outside the meeting. 
the general disorder of the world. Let 
the Olympics remain as·conccived, and Officers elected were: V. F. Swain, 
not suffer them to be drawn into the Bradley, president; E. W. Phillips, 
We will hail Millikin as true 
champions if they can get through 
the schedule atTanged for them 
this season. Home and foreign 
games with Ininois Oollege, State 
Normal, St. Viator, Macomb, a.nd 
DeKalb are slated. Also a single 
game with Augustana. The Big 
Blue have won from the University 
of Iowa. and have lost to Notre 
Dame so far this season. Millikin 
is representeil by a. veteran team. 
muddle. Northern Teachers, vice-president; E. E. 
" . . Domm, North Central, secretary; and "Jake" Tedrick, acting captain, says 
The Olympics a~e hanQled for the L. M. Cole, Millikin, treasurer. W . T. he will teach in ten easy lessons his 
country, thes~ Umted States,. by a Harmon, conference commissioner, was success, "From the Basketball Court to 
chosen . committee representative . of re-a ointed. the Soda Fountain." This course is 
the vanous amateur sport orgamza- PP . h 
ti d th 1 1 h ld The conference voted to permit or- \for those who have so muc energy 
ant sthan ud~otn tern hsothe Y s ou t ganized football practice to start Sep- that they can't sleep. (Incidentally, 
res e ver IC as o w e er or no h 1 J' h secret desire to the united. states should compete. tember 10 instead of September 15. In C ar ey, 1mm~ as a . 
This committee, made up of men fa- case the academic year begins before \be dubbed "Insh" in sports wnte~ups 
m.lliar with the situation and ac- September 10, football practice may be -or so he told the editors, once upon 
quainted with the Olympic games, sta~ted ?n the same date as general a time). 
should decide the course to be pur_ registratlOn. 
sued and their decision accepted. Minor sports meets were awarded as 
Angus Favors EntralllCe follows: indoor track and swimming, 
"It is the opinion of this writer that. North Central, March 21 or 28; wrest-
the United states should be repre- ling, Wheaton, March 14; outdoor track, 
sented at Berlin and the assurance re-
1
and .golf, State Normal, May 22, 23; 
ceived from Germany that no attempt I t~nms, Bradl~Y, May 30. Regional ten-
will be made to interfere with the ms meets Will be held at Bradley, 
competitor's composing the United I North Central, Southern Teachers and 
States team, no matter who they are Eastern Teachers. 
as long as they qualify under the rules EliTe 
and regulations set forth by the Former Teacher Dies 
Olympic committee. Furthermore, that A M. h" C II 
assurance is given that all members t IC 1gan 1 0 ege 
of the United States team will be 
given adequate protecton from all in-
fluence, or attempts to intimidate, as 
guaranteed to all people from other 
countries set forth by international 
agreement." 
---EISTC---
New Science Book Is 
Given to EI Library 
Miss Mary J. Booth, librarian, re-
ports receipt of a book, "Great Men of 
Science" by Phillip Lenard, as a gift 
from several men of the Eastern Sci-
ence faculty. 
The book presents short sketches of 
the lives and works of fifty of the 
greatest pioneers in science, from Py-
tl1agora~ of Samos to Friedrich Hase~ 
nohrl. 
Thomas L. Hankinson, head of the 
biology department here from 190>2-
1920, died last Tuesday at Ypsilanti, 
Mich., according to a message re-
ceived by E. H. Taylor, head of the 
mathematics department. 
Mr. Hankinson waa head of the 
zoology department at the state 
teachers college in Ypstlant1. 
New Shipment of 
Candies Arrives 
The Candy Shop - The public is 
advised that a new shipment of 
Chr'istmas-Special Whitman's and 
Martha Washington Candies has 
arrived at the Candy Shop, East 
Side of Square. Phone 270. Order 
that box of chocolates now! 
We see by Saturday's Tribune 
that the annual IIAO track meet 
was awa.roed. to State Normal. This 
will give the locals three track 
meets at Normal next season. They 
appear on MoOorma.ck Field for a 
dual meet with Normal, the tea.ch-
Student Attention 
WHY DO YOU GO TO 
COLLEGE? 
Student-To get a better educa-
tion. 
If you want something better, 
then go to 
C.AMPBELL 
ALL ELE·CTRIC SHOE SHOP 
The Only All Electric in Town. 
We Must Please You. 
L()Ci\TED 605 EVENTH ST. 
JUST SOUTH OF SQUARE 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
Phone 173 
North of Square on 7th St. Lenard is a former professor of 
physics and director of the Radiolozic-
al Institute in the University of Heidel~ 
berg. The present book is by Dr. H. 
Stafford Hatfield, from the second 
German edition. Give Him A 
---EISTc---
Earl Houts an EI student-Employed 
at Shorty's Barber Shop. 
STUDENTS 
Learn to 
DANCE 
I 
Learn in Five Easy, 
Inexpensive Lessons 
PHONE 384 
Between Hours 5-7 P. M.. 
I 
JACK OWENS 
32 State St. Charleston 
Interwoven 
SOCKS 
35c, SOc 
SCARF 
The Ideal Gif1t 
69c - 98c - $1.59 
Silks and Wools 'in the smart reefer style 
with !ringed ends. You'll find a very wide 
and complete assortment of patterns and 
colors. Bright, cheerful colors that are par-
ticularly fl.pproprtate for the season. 
Smart For Her-Phoenix 
Neckwear HOSIERY 
SOc, $1.00 79c, 98c 
MURRAY ' s 
If judged from advance publicity, 
ers college meet, and the 
meet. 
state 
That proposed threat about action 
on the freshman rule in HAC athletics 
wasn't even mentioned, at the meet -
ing last week. 
The GOLDEN RULE 
SHOE SHOP 
---EISTC:--- For the Best in Shoe Repairing 
Two licensed operators-Expert work I 
-Courteous service - Shorty's Beauty 
Parlor - Phone, 165. 
Prices Reasonable PHONE 71 
--LINCOLN THEARTE--
TODAY (TUES.) & WED.- ADM. 10c & 25c 
Nino MARTINI 
In 
'HERE~s TO ROMANCE' 
with 
Anita Louise · Mme. Schuman-Heink 
THURSDA Y-EARGAIN DAY- Continuous, Starting 2 :30 
RADIO'S-Frank Parker 
Rockefeller Center' s-Tamara 
Abe Lyman and Orchestra and a Host 
of Stars from 
STAGE, RADIO & SCREEN 
in 
'SWEET SURRENDER' 
lOc till5:30~ then 15c & 10c 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY- ADM. 10c & 25c 
'Last Days of Pompeii' 
with 
Preston FOSTER-Dorothy WILSON-
Donald WOOD-Basil RA THRONE-
Louis CALGERN and Thousand Others 
SUN.-MON.- Continuous Sunday 
Clark GABLE 
in 
'CALL of the WILD' 
with 
Loretta YOUNG 
• 
Page Ten 
Faculty to Give 'Big Hearted 
Herbert' on Thursday, Friday 
Faculty Cast Members Answer 
Questi'Ons Posed by Interview-
ers; Dickie Wick Likes ' Dad '. 
(C-ontinued trom Page U 
he extended several dried specimens) 
oh, the play' Well, I think it's gonna 
be pretty good. If Mr. Guinagh just 
acts like he does at practice, every-
body'll get a good laugh. 
Mrs. F. L. Verwiebe-I have had no 
glamorous experiences as an actress. 
But from my pre-school days when I 
toddled on the stage in Kingsley's 
"Water Babies·• to the present time, I 
have been a very useful person to be 
used in any role from that of a maid 
to that of Atalia in Racines' French 
play of that name. As I am only on 
the stage ten minutes in this play I 
haven't time to have any definite feel-
In 'Big Herbert' Cast 
Howard DeF. Widger, member of the 
English department and Entertainment 
Course chairman, plays the role of 
Havens in faculty play. 
ings. But I a~ sure t~at Mrs. Alter I Seventeen Students 
and Kevin Gumagh Will be remem-
bered long after Aline McMahon and Teach Under Rural 
Guy Kibbee are forgotten. Training Provisions 
Mrs. L. F. Sunderman-! have nev-
er acted before but I think that this Seventeen students are taking prac-play in which I will make my first ap-
pearance on the stage promises to be tice teaching this quarter in the three 
rural and village schools affiliated with 
very funny. the college, according to a report by 
L. F. Sunderman-It is my opi~on wesley c. Eastman, rural education 
that with Kevin Guinagh as leadmg director. 
man the show cannot fail to be a . . . 
' 1 I The students, classified accordmg to hilarious success. the schools in which they are •teach-
Dickie Wick- Of _com:s~ I haven't in,g follow: Humboldt -Freda Parr, 
acted before but I llke It .. My gosh, Thelma Tipton, Alice Bryan, Lucille 
no, I never have stage fnght. Mr. Mickey, Marguerite Schutt, Sylvia Diel, 
Guinagh sure makes a g~od dad and I Matilda Park, Rex Burgess, Marjorie 
like the rest of the family too. Swearingen and Edna VanMiddles-
Robert Shiley-! have acted in both worth. 
high school and college productions. Clear Springs-Lloyd Milller, Flor-
In my opinion, the play is sure to "get ence Ganet and Marian Green; Laf-
the laughs." I am sure many will en- ferty-Grace Allen, Rosemary Baker, 
joy the last scene in which Miss Litch- Doris Lewis and Mary Elizabeth Bak-
field chews gum. This is her first at- er. 
tempt and she has had a hard time 
leaming the process. (She was forbid-
den, by parental orders, to chew gum). parts in high school ahd college plays. 
I 'think students will particularly en- Also I directed plays in the University 
joy the scene in which the faculty dis- high school a.t phampaign for three 
plays its bad manners. years. Always thinking a.bout the ca-
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Tuesd!lly, December 10, 1935 
Remodeling Work 
On Clear Springs 
School Is Started 
Eng·lish Instructors 
Attend Council Meet 
Excavation on Basement Is Well 
Under Way; New Rooms 
Planned. 
During the Thanksgiving vacation 
Howard DeF Widger, Miss Isabel Me~ 
Kinney, Miss Edith E. Ragan, Miss 
Winnie D. Neely, and Miss Maude L. 
Chambers, of the Eastern English 
and art departments, attended the Na-
tional Council of Teachers of Eng-
lish, which was held in Indianapolis. 
Renovation and enlargement of the Delegates from all sections of the 
Clear Springs school under a $1599 United States were present at the 
WPA grant was started during the meeting. Approximately 1,500 English 
Thanksgiving intermission, according teachers con.s.tituted the council, 
to report by Wesley C. Eastman, rural which marks a new record for at-
education director. The Clear Springs tendance. ---EISTc----
Writer Recommends 
A wards to Harriers 
school is one of the three rural and The teachers present were enter-
village schools affiliated with the col-
lege in which students do practice tained at one meeting by the famous 
<Continued from Page 4) teaching. 
poets, Carl Sanburg and Louis Unter-
meyer. 
Next year the National Council wiil 
meet in Bof:ton . At that time Harvard 
The Clear Springs project will in-
Indiana University; Notre Dame; ISNU I elude the digging of a new ·basement, 
(Little Nineteen Champions); Macomb; j work on which is well under way, and 
and North Central. There are count- the addition of some new rooms to the wlll be celebrating its three hundredth 
less others who reward the athletes who building for class and library use. anniversary. 
have performed under their colors. Seven men are working on the base -
Coach Joe Cogda.l mentor of the ment job. J. F. McKinney, a resident 
ISNU team, conference champions for of the Clear Springs district, has do-
the last four years, has voiced the fol- nated and is hauling gravel for the 
lowing views; "1. A cross-country man project. W. K. Baker, also of the dis-
deserves a letter as much as a track trict, is assisting with the gravel haul-
man. 2. The awarding of letters builds \ing. F. M. Mitchell of Charleston is 
up a cross-country team as many men foreman of the project. 
will compete to gain the coveted award. Mr. Eastman expresses his apprecia-
3. The ISNU team would not be so sue- tion for the cooperation which people 
cessful and perhaps would not even of the district are giving and to col-
exist if they did not have a letter to lege officials for the loan of tools to 
herald their accomplishments." 1 be used on the excavation work. 
North Central finished last in the I o:osTc 
state meet; gastern finished third. NORMAL SCHOOL BOARD 
North Central awarded four men mono- CONVENES IN CHICAGO 
grams: Eastern-??? 
In final appeal to the powers that be; 
::.et our cross-countrymen who have so 
nobly borne our colors in competition, 
bear them proudly in public! ! ! 
-By John Oliver. 
---EISTC---
I 
Meeting only to transact routine 
business, the Normal School Board 
convened in Chicago yesterday. 
President R. G. Buzzard and Dr. W. 
E. Sunderman, local Board member, 
attended. 
---EISTC---STUDENTS WARNED TO 
REPORT BOOK DAMAGES coach w. s. Angus announces that 
one slight change has been made in 
Administration heads yesterday the 1935-36 basketball schedule: The 
made the following announcement: locals will play Carbonda-le at Carbon-
"Damage or markings in textbooks \ dale on Jan~ary 24 instead of the 
issued this term must be reported to 25th, as preVIously carded. 
the book store within the first two 
Ladies!! 
---EISTC---
HOME EO CLUB HOLDS 
HOLIDAY FETE MONDAY 
The Home Economics club enjoyed a 
Christmas party last night in the de-
partment. Santa Claus arrived and 
distributed gifts to everyone. A short 
_play and pantomine were presented and 
.refreshments were served. 
---EISTC---
ATTEND CHICAGO MEETING 
Miss Clara Attebery and Mrs. Rus-
sell spent Thursday, Friday, and Sat-
urday in Chicago, where they attended 
the convention for Home Economios 
teachers. 
Farm and Home 
Market 
Open each Sat. 9:30 till 2:00 
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, pies. 
cakes, bread. rolls and other 
home cooked food. 
7th St.-~ Block South of Square 
Ladies!! 
weeks, or else be held responstble for 
such damages." This means that stu-
dents have the remainder of this 
school week in which to report to the I 
book store. BLUE KID SHOES 
for 
Florence Litchfiel·d - My previous tastrophes that happen in plays, we 
acting has been confined to school wondered if she h ad ever experienced 
productions. From the response of any. The biggest one was when I was 
stagehands who were present at re- d_irecting in hig~ school and had to 
hearsal last night, I think we are go- flre a boy two mghts before ~he play 
ing to have trouble keeping the audi- w_as giv~n. I knew I wa~ safe m drop-
ence in their seats. I am sure that pmg hrm from the cast because I 
not even my mother would recognize I knew a young man who had taken the 
• me in the outlandish attire in which same part a.t the university two months 
r appear. r am equally as sure that I before. He saved the day for me. No, 
r shall betray myself as an amateur there is no particular part in coaching 
gum chewer. But ·the other members that I am especi~ly ~ond_ of. It just 
of the cast and especially Mr. Guinagh all goes together m drrectmg to make 
are marvellous. In fact Mr. Guinagh it so attractive tha.t I even suffer stage 
gets so ferocious that he scares us fright . I ~hould . &a;;'! I'm never on 
into forgetting our lines. the stage Without It! 
Complaining students must report 
to Henry J. Arnold, and not one of 
the student helpers. This is im-
portant, as he is the only one eligiole 
to authorize text books. 
After the Game 
visit the 
KRACKER BOX 
HALF PRICE 
About 60 pairs of Blue Kid Slippers in stock selling 
for half price this week 
SOME PUMPS-SOME STRAP,S-SOME TIES $1.96 BUYS $3.98 Shoes-$3 • 25 BUY'S $6.50 Shoe·s 
Jay B. MacGregor-Yes, I have had Beth Kassa.baum - Parts in high 
some experience as an actor. After I school or college plays? "Both." Home 
left college I appeared many times in talent? "Yes, but they won't want to 
home talent plays. I was usually the know about that." So Miss Kassabaum 
ghost who walks without, the voice was going to be modest too! "Stage 
offstage, or the property man. I knew _fright. Listen, I jitter so bad that I 
this play was "sure fire" the first time shake when I even think about it. 
I read it. I have never been bothered Whoa'. No kidding, I get scared all the 
with stage fright. In fact, I haven't time. It's a lot different to know what 
had a chance, for we haven't practiced should be done and doing it that way 
on the stage so far . on the stage." 
Mrs. D. R. Alter-"You disappointed 
me but come in. I thought you were 
the postman. He's supposed to bring 
my dress that I wear in the faculty 
play, and he hasn't arrived yet. I've 
been waiting all day for it to get here 
from my mother." We immediately 
began wondering where in this com-
edy Mrs. Alter would wear an old-
fashioned dress as the play is modern. 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
But we had to go on with those inter- W. C. Peters, Prop. 
view questions. "Experience? Yes, 
Phone 1506 
A. G. FROMMEL 
A Full Line of Hardware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools, 
Cutlery and Sporting Goods 
We Also Repair Suitcases, Bags, Tnmks and All Leather Goods 
"See Us Before You Buy" 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
A. c. AD K 1-N S 
Groceries and Meats 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN 
FREE COFFEE 
with every 15c lunch 
Fred Fletcher, Pro·p. 
. I NV: DT'S 
BROWMbiltSHOE. STOAE ... 
) BAL.OU' .·. ''CHARLESTON . ··: BOY SCOUT Operated by "Bob" and "Ab" 
HOSIERY · ,·1 LL. · ·sHO .. E ·s 
. 
. 
' • '" • • 0 • : ' ~. • •• ' • ' • • ... ' 'r' • • - '•"• .o ' 
GIFTS • • • for Him 
--that you can buy with the certainty of 
good taste and good style. 
Beautiful Robes of Silk and 
Flanne-l ............................ $3.85 to $10 .00 
Shirts from Wilson and Arrow-
$1.00 to .............................................. $1.95 
He '11 know the labe1s mean complete 
shirt satisfaction 
Neckwear from Cheney - the world's 
finest silk and neckwear makers at 
ordinary prices of.. ...... 65c, $1 00, $1.50 
Pajamas-of course, the Faultless No~ 
Belt kind ............................ $1.50 to $5.00 
OTHER SURE "TO PLEASE GIFTS-Hosiery, Gloves, Handkerchiefs, Scarfs, Sweaters, Trav .. 
eling Goods-and all selected with care. 
GIFT BOXES FOR ALL PURCHASES 
Linder Clothing Company 
, ''ON THE CORNER'' 
• 
EDUCATION of a Massachusetts Institute of Technology freshman, in the opinion of his sopho-
more "betters," is facilitated by a few hours' experience in a chain gan~. Here's a bunch of luck-
less freshmen safe under lock and key at Camp Massapoag, where each mans ankles are manacled to a 
chain which links the gang together. 
·"""""""_,,.,...,, 
)RESIDENT ROOSEVELT acknowledges the roaring 
ovation · given him by students of The Citadel, Char .. 
eston, S. C., military college, when he visited their cam' 
Ius on a recent southern JUnket. 
EDITORS OF Indiana University's humor 
magazine, BO'Ted W al~, chose Delta 
Gamma pledge Jane Whitlock as the Hoosiers' 
"most attractive" freshman. 
c9 \ l THEN Lake Forest College students migrate from VV their Lake Forest, Ill., campus on football weekends they hire a baggage car and a piano and sing and dance 
their way to meet their gridiron opponents. 
AND PAR AGRAP·H · Issue 11 
FLASHING a new passing attack to replace 
last season's Howell-to-Hutson combination, 
Alabama blanked Tennessee, 25' to o. Paul 
Bryant has just caught a pass from Joe Riley, 
netting the Crimson Tide 17 yards. 
~a "bicycle built 
for two" these 
University of Florida 
students re-enact a 
family album scene 
as a part of a football 
game of the '90s -
staged between 
halves of the Alli-
gator homecoming 
tilt. 
M INNESOTA'S famed backfield stars, George Rose~ and . ~be LeVoir just couldn't escape autograph hunter Elvera Ztermg 
when she "tabled" them before a pra~tice session. 
GOVERNORGREETS NEW COL-LEGE HEAD-Mayor Cornelius 
F. Burns, of Troy, N.Y., Gov. H. H. 
Lehman, and Dr. W. 0. Hotchki~s 
met at a dinner in honor of the latter s 
induction as president of Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute. 
REPRESENTATIVES of 35 coHeges attended the 28th annual meeting of the Women's Self-government ~ssocia­
tion Conference at Beaver College. The delegates ptctured 
here include Viola Korell, Beaver College, president of the 
conference; Mrs. M. P. Stenberg, Intercollegiate Association 
of Women Students; Edith Milliken, Bates College; and Anne 
Lewis. New York University. 
WALTZ ME AROUND AGAIN, WILLIE • , Doris Bridges and Lee White dressed up in old time clothes 
for a Howard College (Birmingham) musical comedy. 
N EW YORK'S Mayor F. H. LaGuardia speaks at the ground-breaking exercises for 
Brooklyn College's new campus, marking the 
climax of that institution's nine-year struggle 
for new building~. 
VERLE FROST, Empona, Kan., State Teach-
ers College sophomore, was elected Home-
coming Queen by popular vote. 
l\1ARGARET l\1cQUAIG and her attenda nts 
1 V three of the reasons why the big parade. 
the Universit y of Tulsa,Southern Method 1st l!n···-·, .. ,.,,. 
grid clash was a success .. TI ~y 'te the outstandtng 
at th T ulsa, Okla., umv rstty. 
PLUNGING four months ago into an educational embroglio Dr . Frederick M aurice Hunter seems 
to have created peace. For six years one Chancellor 
had SOllf')lt to o-nide the University of Oregon, 
Oregon State, and · pree oregon norm~l schools through 
the sea. of )Olitics and rivalry and sttll keep education 
an objective. The Chancellor 
retrea.ted under fire. Dr. 
Hunter offered to leave the 
University of Denver and 
accept the grief and the $1o,ooo 
yearly salary. 
~11ssourian, Nebraska B. A., 
Phi Bete and varsity deb:tter 
in college, Dr. Hunter studied 
at Columbia, began the diffi-
cult jetb of managing school 
systems humbly as Nebraska 
township and city school sup-
erintendent. Chancellor of the 
University of Denver for seven years, he whipped it 
into a usefui institution. Hearty, bluff, Shriner and 
Rotarian. administrator but no scholar, he has thus 
far kept the five Or¢gon instituttons running amiably, 
the first time jn some vears. 
L EAN, ag1le-rninded, soft-spoken and quiet, James McGiuley Landis succeeds hale anp noisy Joseph 
P. Kennedy as head of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, created by t he New Deal to keep Wall 
Streeters in check. Scholarly enough to be a prototype 
for the Brain Trusters, he was born in Tokyo, Japan, 
of American missiOnary par-
entage thirty-six years ago. 
He earned a Princeton A. B. in 
1921, and is said to have been 
Harvard's most brilliant when 
he took his law degree there 
in 1924. He wears Phi Beta 
Kappa and Delta Sigma Rho 
keys. Professor of law at 
Harvard, he resigned in 1934 to 
become a Federal Trade Com-
• 0 ° 
mtsstoner. 
Never an investor in stocks 
himself, his job is to watch 
those Wall Street dealers who, opportunists and 
schooled in a world where money is god and theory 
from books bosh, may- try to promote phoney st~ff 
and sell a guUible public. Possessing many faculttes 
that he might have turned into a fortune himself, he 
admits he has always been pinched for pennies. 
e Camels are made from :finer, MORE 
EXPE NSIVE TOBACCOS- Turkish and 
Domestic -than any other popular brand. 
(Siped) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 
Winston-Sale~ North Carolina 
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WILLIE HOPPE, champion of champions,' 
and most famous personality of the bil-
liard world! Mr. Hoppe has learned that 
a mild cigarette affords more pleasure .. . 
and that mildness is essential to one who 
prizes healthy nerves. He says: "Champi-
onship billiards call for healthy nerves. 
It was a happy day for me when I turned 
to Camels. I found I could smoke all I 
wish and never have 'edgy"' nerves. I have 
smoked Camels for a long time, and I 
want to compliment Camels o n t h eir 
mildness. It must take more expensive 
tobaccos to give that special Camel fiavo r 
I Jike so much-always cool and good." 
You, too, will find a new delight once 
you turn to Camels. They never get 
on your nerves ... never tire your taste. 
It 'has been found again and again that Camels do not 
jangle the nerves .. . and athletes who smoke Camels steadily 
say: "Camels do not get your wind." Make Camels your 
cigarette! Keep fit. Smoke more-and enjoy smoking more! 
THE COMPOSOORAPH CAMERA catches a group of University of Oregon 
students watching a football play: Following any one of the five students from 
top to bottom the start of the play can be noted, its first burst of progress, a momen, 
tary pause as the runner hits the line, his successful smash through, his progress 
through a broken field, the dash across the line, and the jubilation of a touchdown. 
CADETS and spon, 
sors of the Uni, 
versity of Hawaii 
military corps proud, 
ly display the tro, 
phies won when they 
shot their way to 
the national colle, 
giate rifle champion, 
ship for the eighth 
consecutive year. 
WORLD'S LARGEST solid block letter, 2'!J7 feet high and 103 feet wide, 
is repainted by Montana State College student. A distance view of 
the "M" on. Mount Baldy is seen in the inset. 
MARILYN ISLEY, University of Illinois member of 
Alpha Omiqon Pi, is Photographer Paul Stone's 
choice as one of the ten most beautiful women on the 
Illini camous. 
m 
in 
STUDENT EDITORS of the Harvard Advocate, undergraduate monthly 
magazine, agree to resign after their conference with Middlesex county 
prosecutors who upheld police orders banning the publication from the 
news stands 
JE~ YORK'S BRIGHTEST FIREMEN start their classes at the ~llege of th~ 
C1ty of New York and New York University under a new educatiOnal expen-
:nt begun by Mayor LaGuardia.· They'll work for degrees in mechanical engineer-
JOHN TUKEY has won high scholarships at Brown University 
despite the fact that he did not attend 
high Echool. 
MARY GRAY HICKY lends inspiration 
· to the University of Alabama's march-
ing R.O.T.C. corps. She's their honorary 
cadet colonel and a member of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma 
F2?TBALL AS AUSTRAUANS PLAY IT,, In 
the Australian game the oval is in the air most of the 
time and long kicking, fine marking and brilliant dashes 
by players unhampered by protective pads are the ex, 
traordinary. features of the game. 
CANOEING is an all-year sport on the 
lake located in the College of William 
and Mary's new I,200'acre recreational oark. 
No student is allowed in a canoe until he 
has passed the senior life-saving test. 
ANN HOPKIN~, daughter of Dartmouth's President 
E. M. Hoypkms, dances with Richard Treadway, 
manager of the Green lndia."ls' undergraduate daily. at a 
recent football dance in Boston. 
First Unified Cam pus'", at~§i~ ii~~d 
. .. ... . · · ~"? ... , :~'f ~ .... r.¢:--.... -r.- ;-~·"' ·~ -~ ... ,_ • ·. 
THE fad for Gothic forms came close on the heels 
of the Greek Revival. Striving for the spirit of their 
models, the early Gothic revivalists used church forms 
only for chapels and the like. Other buildings were 
cast in castle, fortress, or city-hall moulds. 
So with New York Un 
iversity 's first building of 
18:Bin WashingtonSquare. 
Follow~g a FrancO'Brit-
ish late-Gothic style, the 
"pure" 13th· cen-
tury French was neglected 
until our own days. 
Most popular of all the 
Gothics was Ruskin's fav ... 
orite Italian-later hap-· 
&con·sthpping at tized "Victorian" or .. ba-
Wisconsin con ... strip ", from its alter, 
nating courses of red and white or yellow stone. . Of 
this, Harvard's Memorial Hall is a flamboyant ex• 
ample; most of our colleges have at least one, and 
Wisconsin's Music Hall is meek and reserved in con ... 
trast. 
Until 1&)o, then, came a series of sporadic revivals. 
Typical among them were the Queen Anne, the early 
Renaissance of France and Germany, and all the 
European late-Gothic styles- not to overlook the 
later .revival of Spanish Renaissance forms in the south 
and southwest. Taken as a whole, they form an an.ti· 
classical movement-a powerful protest against the 
stately formality of GrecO'Roman temples and 
porticoes. 
THE mid'Dineteenth century drive for informality 
and intimacy came when the great majority of our 
college buildings were erected·. No wonder that the 
clearly planned, unified campus is the exception tO' 
day. It was not even wanted, aft.er about 1825, until 
H. H. Richardson's successors planned Stanford 
University in a unified Romanesque in .1886. 
Even the American Colonial style was resurrected 
after 1876-notably in Harvard's Union. But like 
Richardson's revival of ponderous Romane:;que formse 
(Harvard's Law School), this foreshadowed the re· 
tum to Roman Imperial architectural law and order 
in the early '905. ... 
Another i!n,pulse to unific.ation, homogeneous with 
the imperial grandeur that dominated the Chicago 
Columbian Exposition of 18<)3, -v;as the endowment 
of new or old colleges with sums so large that a 
good-sized city of buildings had to be ~nvisaged at 
onc.e. Next to Stanford, John D. Rockefeller's once• 
Baptist University of Chicago was the first to be 
planned on such a basis (18<)2)-in Gothic forms. 
State ~d denominational colleges enjoyed no such 
"economy of abundance" up to that time. 
This is the eighth in a special series on American College 
Architecture. The concluding article in this series will appear 
next week. 
N..YU's "Forrress of Learning" 
Here Morse perfected the telegraph. 
HORSE@ WEAR-
ING GREEN 
GLASSES SEES 
EXCELSIOR @. 
THINKS IT IS 
GRASS AND 
EATS ITTHUS 
OPENING 
CAGE@ AN D 
LEASING' 
HORSE FUES. 
HORSE Dl:: ... ur.ti!:~L 
ANGRY AND ~-
... 
Kl STUDENT 
THROUGH , :_ 
... 
CAMPUS. DAY QUINTUPLETS· · These Hood College students all dressed i_n similar 
. costumes when they participated in the annual Campus Day Fete at the Fredenck, Md., 
institution. 
HERE'S MY 
ANGLE- I 
SMOKE FOR 
PLEASURE, 
SO WHY NOT 
SMOKE P.A. 
ANt> ENJOV 
........ ;!._ THE BEST! 
TOP HAT chorus girl at 
Cedar Crest College, Vin· 
.enz.ina DeBellis , is the junior 
')ng leader at the Allentown, 
Pa., institution, and her class 
won the prize for the best 
singing. 
THE "'LIVE WIRE" STUDENT AT RUTGERS, Virginia Newton is 
the first woman to enter that university's school of engineering. She 
has already made the males take notice of her abilities, for she has just 
finished improving the lighting facilities in her dormitory at the New Jersey 
College for Women. · 
THE PASS ARMY USED TO 
DOWN YALE is indicated in the 
diagram which gives the pOsition of 
the men when the play began. The 
photo shows the completion of the 
.-Jay. Army won, 14 to 8. 
GRAHAM GAMMON finishes first in 
the University of North Carolina-
Washington and Lee crOS&Country meet 
which the Tar Heels won, 46 to 15. 
"' 
CECIL SAGEHEN, newly discover~d Pomona · 
College mascot, obliges Yell King Carl 
Arnold and clucks a few cackles to the waiting 
radio audience. 
~ET Robert Frost (left) was the honored guest of Dr. J. 
Edgar Park, Wheaton College (Norton, Mass.) president, 
at the celebration of that institution's founding anniversary. 
J OW A STATE COLLEGE foresters follow a trail 
+- along the top of a high divide in the Olympic Moun· 
tains on one of their many field trips. 
COLLEGIATE DIGEST each week presents the 
finest availaole pictures of life in collegeland, 
selected from the more than three-thousand photo· 
graphs sent to its editors each month by corres--
pondents livit}g in all sections of the United States. 
Collegiate Dig~t 's editors and correspondents are 
unrelenting iQ , their busy search for HNational 
College News ~icture and Paragraph.,, - · 
HThe best 1s· none too goodH is the editorial 
watchword-a CoLLEGIATE DtOEST is now in--
augurating a search for better than the best. There 
is a Hbetter than the best," for occasional photos 
submitted by amateur photographers indicate that 
great files of the finest in collegiate photography a~e 
being hoarded on .your and every other campus in 
the country. 
In. the future, the editors of CoLLEGIATE 
DIGEST will give particular attention to photo--
graphs submitted by amateur photographers-and 
will pay regular professional news photographers' 
rate ($3) for each photograph accepted for publica--
tion. Thereby CoLLEGIATE DIGEST fosters amateur 
photography, adds more HE yes Over the Campus,, 
to bring you more interesting, livelier news photos 
COLLEGIATE DIGEST 
P. 0. Box 472 Madison, Wisconsin 
P. S . . For those interested exclusively in artistic photography, .the Picture \ 
of the Wee~ contest will be started soon. Send in your entries now---iind 
receive $,- for each of your Picture of the Wee~ winners .. 
